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i" ' The Inauguration of H
J. Copeland as Woos
- nimn president win take pat 2:30 this afternoon in 1
Grove behind Kauke HaU.
:- - Inaugural Convocation J' start .with a procession!
student representatives.
:- - ulty, and administrators, rri
bers of the Board of Trust
and delegates from otherleges and universities. Cart
vGustafson -- Dix, Vice-Chai- ri
son of the Board of Trust
will officially convene' inaugural program. Dr. Edvv
History at Cornell, wiUgivelhe
induction address. DefPqr -
Levertow will be ; readinc
poem in honor of the occa J
- and ; ; the Wooster . Con
"choir will be singing Te Di
Laudamus. John Pocock
conducting the., actual md
ural ceremony, afterwaPresident Copeland will
elude the program with
inaugural- - address "A PApart" - ' '
-- 1 ne Tuna . inaugural act- -
- of the week will be the New
X Hungarian Quartet, W
'
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Ooen PoliVyen
nuw ikave uuiei mucmiui. rleges similar, toWoosterff
ity visitation system. Ske
proposed here? "
Wery well., thank you, was 'fthe general conclusions reach-
ed by" a L25-colle- ge - survey ;
administered by the SGA Visit- -
ation -- Committee and thefT
' Associate Dean of Stud- -
Office. ; ' --
i Of 25 coteges chose
- being approximately simile
Wooster in areas of acad
reputation, endowments,!; i;
enrollment, 11 do not have ox
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"Historically, l Thomas
noted, "the-Boa- rd- tables a
major issue like this for one
meeting fpBc.'JliTJ ttfscussion
and debatfei!', ni
The Vilitaf .gupommittee
plans to use tMtervening six
school montEBE advantage.
A new NAsiT?0tY EducationCommittgasxjlely at
carrying! 'tiOnal per- - .
iod of ed w tr S , : J soon be
ans to
--an.
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this morning's discussion to last March, though, did it
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Committee will plan inspired
programming to increase stu-
dent awareness of their re--'
sponsibilities to themselves,
the College, and others.
The Committee will attemptto correct misconceptions
about the current Visitation
report, where they arise.' ' 'It's possible.:
"There is," Thomas . dev
clared, "a possibility ,jf aTteW
visitation policy forjttje 1979
80 school vearii VColleaecommunity' rfAi4.tKis
-
V
jI
j
ccwitiwwd on pogo 4
ih.-iSin- ai
Number 3
Grove
sroads for the American
I Arts College."- -
o throughout the week a
i art exhibition of Amer--
ndian Weaving, and In--
ttery and prints from
hn Taylor Arms collec- -
pave been on display at
V. rt Center Museum.t(
citation3tionsIplaihod
v . will - the mcreased-jlit- y
visitation system pro-J- L
by SGA's Visitation
Committee work in practice?
The system is fully explained
in the Committee's official
report, now on closed reserved
in the Library. The following is
a brief condensation of its
provisions:
TWO living options would
be, "available to each student
Hesne could choose to live
under a system of 24-ho- ur
visitation, or under the
sent limited system.
SECTIONS, clubs, and
e-s- ex program houses
choose an option for
ooms and lounges each
ing before room draw.
CO-E- D living units would
e an option for both
and interdorm visitation
cacn- - spring. - -
. PROGRAM blocks in large
JmnQ units would note a
JfVjsitation option preference atjjjjfr&me time as they applied
for a living unit One option
would govern the entire block,
FRESHMEN would choose
an option Detore entering
piCI III . l 10 tail, lliusgsing the same option
p be grouped into a livingland paired into room--
OTHER upperclass stu--
would choose both a
unit and a visitation
continued on peg 6
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Editorial
UBSUVtQlUQlf)l ITUIUJUU
Simply stated, the SGA Visitation Committee's
recent report has made it clear that the time has
come for the serious consideration-an- d implementa- -
tion- - of a two-optio- n system of visitation on this
campus. . .
The two-optio- n system proposed by the Visitation
Committee is the most equitable polic- y- and' the
system most attuned to student wishe-s- yet
proposed at Wooster. It should be adopted' for the ,
1979-8-0 school year. ;
What leads us to this conclusion? Let's look at the
evidence. '": :
The proposed system allows students to choose
the visitation policy best suited to their own needs
and expectations. It encourages the development of
student responsibility far more than .the present :
system, which mandates a. single system for . allstudents, regardless of maturity level or personal
choice, and for all living units. The proposed policy
takes student wishes into account in a way that thepresent system cannot. . ( --t,Student opinion is strongly, in favor . of a
system. 77o of Wooster's students would prefer to .
live under an "openoptiori, but, more importantly, .
92.6 agree that a two-optio- n system , should I be
instituted. This proposal is not the . brainchild of a
few irresponsible students; it has received near-unanimo- us
student support. This clear mandate
cannot be overlooked.
"Open" visitation systems have proven viable,
even beneficial, at numerous schools "similar in
important ways to Wooster. Statistics indicate that
no changes have occurred at these schools in theimportant areas of enrollment and endowments.
Indications are that the College will probably
continue to exist at the enrollment and funding
levels that it 'now does. 1 .
bostcr 6ice
PUBLISHED WEEKLY DURING THE ACADEMIC YEAR BY
THE STUDENTS OF THE COLLEGE OF WOOSTER. Opinions
expressed in editorials and features are those of the staff alone,
and should not he construed as representative of administration
policy. ' :
The WOOSTER VOICE welcomes all signed letters to the
editor from students, faculty, administrators, subscribers, and
members of the greater Wooster community. All correspond-
ence may be addressed to WOOSTER VOICE, Box 3187,'.The
College of Wooster, Wooster, Ohio 44691. r I
The WOOSTER VOICE is a member of the United States
Press Association and the - Ohio Newspaper Association.
Subscription rates are $6.00 per year for a second class
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'1 Student damage has, " at other." schools like
Wooster, decreased with the implementation of an
"open visitation ; system. Parental concerns, too,
have disappeared after the initial institution of the
system, as -- have those of residence hall staffs..
-- The proposed system will enhance .Wooster's --
academic atmosphere, - allowing for - uninhibited
discussion of important issues, as well as providing
the opportunity for students of both sexes to study ....
in an atmosphere conducive to academic concerns.;
.; The proposed system aims at. breaking down
stereotypes on campus. It .is not an invitation to
illicit sex, 'for it is . founded on. the: Feminist:
Perspective Resolution. That resolution exposes the
fallacy, - encouraged by - the present visitation .
system, that all relationships between students ofthe opposite sex . include some 'degree of sexual ,
contact. The proposed. system intends to: facilitate!
better communication between the" sexes on .campusl , And isn't ; communication ; the-- , central
feature of a liberal arts education anyway?. .
The SGA Visitation,Committee has prepared itsreport with painstaking detail, taking into account
practical and philosophical concerns regarding the
visitation issue, . They have also established; a
concrete, workable plan for the implementation of
the proposed system. ;The Committee is right, though, in noting that
Wooster is not ready-rig- ht now- - for the implemen-
tation of this policy, should it be approved. It is to'
their credit that they have realized this and .'
established, ah intensive Visitation education pro
gram to deal with erroneously narrow conceptions
of the proposed policy that many College community f .
members still harbor. We hope the student who told
a committee member, "Yeah, that's a good idea-- but :
I haven't needed it yet this year is. one of the first
people the new committee reaches! -- -
We have faith in Wooster students; for themost
part, they are mature ano responsible and they
deserve to be given the living choices and added
responsibility that a two-optio- n system offers. "A
two-optio- n policy will strengthen the Wooster
student's liberal education- - by giving himher
experience in exercising free choice and practicing
"personal rjesponsibility-Hw- o capabilities sorely; lack-
ing in. the "real world" today. ; -- ': :' ' v
,.' We commend the SGA Visitation Committee and
Chairperson Ellen Thomas for a job well done
We demand . from students a demonstration of
personal responsibility to reinforce the impressive
evidence the Committee, has compiled. - 'I ;
We encourage the Board of Trustees to adopt the
two-optio- n visitation system for the College of-Woo- ster
-- at their April meeting. " .
Campus :
Council
by Graham Newson
(ext. 529 box 2397)
Council got off to a good '
start this year. At ouf last
meeting, council approved a .
uikii ici iui uic umm ii wiiivii jOraanization...an oraanization ...
which Wooster is definitely in -
need of. A .charter tor the
Wooster college Kepuoiicans
was also approved, and hope--;
;fullly, it will .contribute to our
awareness of the political situ- -,
atirtn in Ohln anH thrni inhru it .'
the country. Council is " also
discussing . the prospects of '
open visitation as presented by"
the SGA visitation committee.- -
F"
t
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i .Graham Nwson r:
: : It appears that there is a
growing interest, throughout
the campus in student govern- -
nieiii.. i nia is a yicoi oiyii, .
i i. . ' r. .l. . J A
themselves . get involved dir- -'
ectly in student government,
orvaf. least, remain: i aware ,sf.'
whafs going on, will we-b- e
able to accomplish anything.
Mpauiy k uui uiyycai ciiciuy. .
Manv students - think that
; xney re neipiess in uBieiinniiiiy
the future direction of this
college. I iwi nnjjiy uui
true. - Students ; can play - a
major role in determining this
exhnnCc ft itt ira Kv ramaininn911 VSVSI 0 IMVMIW 1 . iwi. .aware of the current . issues Jand voicing their opinions i
.'There are so many oppor-- i
tunities for. students to get:
J: invblved...SGA and - Campus J
; Council along with their com--; mittees,"provide ways of ex--
-- .pressing student opinions td --r
, the administration and faculty
while r also serving as forums
for, student debate , and "the
shanno of ideas. Wooster has
the potential for a very, bright
future, : as long as we the
students, show that we care
enouah about it.. . -,- r-.
,-
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Youth Never
Does Change!
" Informer? No, thanks. We don't believe this,new If Mr. Kobns is so liberal with the truth in these Questions regarding student
. Tnewspaper" deserves a place on this campus. Why? few inferences, how objective can we expect his responsibility and the lack ofLet's look at just a few of the reasons. "newspaper" to.be when reporting or editorializing intelectua' community aren't
--WPThe Informer is reaUy just an advertising vehicle .on important issues "Tin with aold roblfor its publisher, Mr. Koons, : who has misled Mr. Koons apparently believes that' enough Ouhankto Professorstudents about its purpose. Few Wooster student? 3, money and promises, .liberally applied, will blind his Warner for bringing the fol--are interested in day-to-da-y happenings at ATI.' By - student "staff' to the fact' that theyare subverting Rowing quote to our attention.Mr.iKoons private admission, The Informer is the 'the interests of their fellow students. It is not in the "The faults everyone notices'first step, in a' plan to establish a statewide coUegenewspaper and literary magazine-- at the expense of
individual college newspapers and gullible college
students. It does NOT have student interests in
mind. '".-':-'- ,' - ,v.- - ;;".
. The Informer deals in deceptive statements and
erroneous innuendo. Mr. Koons tries to lurestudents to work for the Informer by promising an
intent to give College course credit to his staff. This
is merely a come-o-n ploy; Vice-Preside- nt for
Academic' Affairs William -- Baird has flatly statedthat: . : .- - ' V ''" ' :;y " "';
"It will be impossible for any student to receive
course credit for participation in the publication of
the Informer. Course credit is given only for
academic activities that are approved by thefaculty, and supervised by a CoUege of Wooster
faculty member.w I
" Voice staffers presently do not receive course
credit for their work. This attempt to buy a staff,
founded on impossibilities,- - is regrettable.
The , 'informer's inference that the Board of
best interests of Wooster students to be represented by a "newspaper which encourages onlynominal student input. Look at the size of hisproposed staff Sure, a few students will staff theInformer, but Mr. Koons admits that he alone willhave the. final decision over what is printed in theInformer.
We've never needed a local entrepreneur to
spoon-fee- d us his version of the news, and we don'tneed one now. Nor do we need someone whosegreatest tie to the Wooster campus is that livesnearby to explain his impressions of the innerworkings of a campus he never attended.
. Mr. Koons real purpose in publishing theInformer seems to be making money. He thinkswe're gullible enough not to notice that. We're not;
we can-a- nd will-sta- nd up to him, and to anyone else
who seeks to subvert our student organizations bytrying to make us compromise our ideals withempty promises.
When we questioned Mr. Koons about the droD inour advertising volume following his admonition toTrustees states "what can be said or what can't in our advertisers that "no one reads the Voicethe Wooster Voice is equally false.
In a letter of response, President Henry Copeland
stated emphatically that: '. '
; "r am concerned about the inference in the first
issue of the Informer that the Voice, published bythe students of the College of Wooster is censored
by the Board of Trustees of the College. It has been
our policy of long standing that neither the Board
anyway, he replied, "Well, that's business, man."That may well be "just business," but "justbusiness" should not be the sole excuse for theexistence of a supposedly student-oriente-d publica-tion.
Let's, say "yes" to retaining control of studentorganizations in student hands.
Let's say "no" to people who, underestimating our
of Trustees nor the Administration of the College ideals, try to use coUege students to subvert the
exerts any control over what is published by the interests of other students-f- or their own personal
Voice. This wiU continue to be the policyJ
Mr. Koons states that "the only censor the
Informer wiU have is good taste." The inclusion of
misleading and erroneous inferences in this week's
Informer shatters hopes for good tasteor respon-
sible journalism-fro- m Mr. Koons "newspaper." The
Informer is based on the very lapses of taste and
truth it speaks out against.
Editorial
We SCOUTH
gain-a- nd must stretch the truth to do it.Let's say "no" to the Informer, a "newspaper"founded on irresponsible journahsm, and what itrepresents.
This will be our only comment on the Informer-we- 'dlike to think we operate far above its level ofjournalistic ethics-unle- ss it continues to misinformthe CoUege community on specific issues. Ed.
e...T A Men iro 0We'd like to extend our personal welcome and
congratulations to the CoUege of Wooster's new
President, Dr.; Henry Copeland.
?"Few people could' CU the shoes; of retired
President J. . Garber Drushal, an efficient, yet
compassionate administrator and a highly effective
fund-rais- er who guided the CoUege through its most
difficult years since the burning of Old Main. Henry
Copeland has demonstrated that he is that rare man
who can match Dr. Drushal's record of administra-
tive competence. ; -- ' ;:.ri-'-r-- 'From every indication we've seen, Henry Cope--
lanH ia.a MnHifl. franlc man. whose administration
. Dr. Copeland won't have the immediate financial
concerns that the fledgling Drushal administration
faced,' but his task will by no means be easy.
Concern which must be faced head-o- n include the
visitation issue; questions regarding the operation
of Judicial Board, concerns with creating a living
cUmate conducive to academic endeavors, questions
of outside influence over student organizations, and,
of course, the everpresent financial concerns faced
by a smaU private coUege today.
We expect the Copeland administration to make a
wiU be uniquely open to student input. Df. Copeland progressive administration wnose mam concern is
i not afraid of open discussion; he initiates it. We
Hop-e- and beUeve-th-at the Copeland administration
will champion . student rights, and, recognize the
fundamental responsible nature of Wooster stu-
dents. That's the highest compliment an adniinistra-tio- n
can pay a student body, .-- --i- r : .
few mistakes-w- ho doesn't? But we expect it to be a
the improvement of student life. Anyone who knows
Henry Copeland knows he won't shrink from that
task-he- 'U face it head-o-n.
Congratulations, Henry Copeland-we'- re looking
forward to an active, progressive, and open
administrative era at the CoUege of Wooster!
are easily summarized: Craze
for excitement; immersion in
the external and superficial;
lack of reverence and of
respect; disregard for reason-
able restraints in conduct and
for reasonable - reticence in
speech; conformity to mass-sentiment-'go- ingwith the
crowd'; lack of individuality;
living merely in the present,
and general purposelessness.
Even among college students,
we are told, we are told on all
hands, there is a dearth of
intellectual interests. Dwalling
Ic nanarol an4 Ka m nk
sorbing occupations are
recreation and athletics."
This is a quote from the book
"What Ails our Youth" written
by George A. Coe in 1924.
Dollar For
Thought
. by Richard W. An
Next to gossip, light is the
fastest thing in this world.
.
There is no such thing as
overconfidence. People apply
the term overconfident to a
person when his certain task
results in a failure; whereas
they apply the term confident
when his task results in a
success.
Many have preached trtet
everyone's sin can be forgiven.
Therefore, some people
having no sin at all commit a
sin only to satisfy their desire
the desire to be forgiven.
World is filled with people of
pessimism. However, they
know that their pessimism will
benefit their future. They are
very optimistic about it.
The inconsistency of man
has been his most consistent
quality of all. From the begin-
ning of his existence, he has
always been inconsistent, in
nature, and that quality has
never varied.
Many bachelors live unmar-
ried life, not because they fear
the responsibility of marriage,
but because they fear theconsequence of divorce-alimo- ny.
From the past, people have
been divided into two cate-
gories: artistic and material-
istic. However, people of 20th
century are different they are
won artictin In tha art nf
money-makin- g.
(
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Copeticainidl ffo Focus oirn AcoidemBcs
--by Cindi Meister- -
Academics! This word best
describes the focus of the
goals of President Henry
Copeland who formally as-
sumed his duties as President
of the College of Wooster on
July 1, 1977. President Cope-lan-d
will be working closely
with the Educational Policy
Committee to explore ways to
improve the academic pro-
gram.
A step in the improvement
of academics will be the
utilization of special review
panels to study and evaluate
each academic department
- Copeland hopes of bringing
four to six panels per year over
the next four years to com-
plete the cycle, and then
continuing the program by
starting the reviews over.
Each panel will consist of
one national authority in the
respective major field, one
alumnus from the College who
majored in the specified de-
partment and is now employed
'm that field, and one alumnus
who majored in the depart-
ment but is not employed in
this field.
The panel will meet with the
faculty and majors in the
department to discuss how the
curriculum can be improved
and be geared to be more
responsive to the needs of the
world.
The panel will then present
their findings of their review to
the department and Dean of
the Faculty.
The purpose of this ongoingprogram is to keep the
Wooster curriculum up to
date, validate the present
strong points, and criticize the
weak points, offering new
ideas to incorporate into the
department
Dr. Copeland hopes to see
students take full advantage of
visiting professors and speak-
ers on campus. One major
symposium per year is in the
planning, resembling the Phil-
osophy symposium last fall.
More special programs will
be planned with the help of the
$75,000 grant to be used in the
areas of religion and social
values.
Dr. Copeland sees great
value in these special pro--'
grams which offer a unique
opportunity for students to
learn outside the classroom
from experts in their profes-
sion.
The 1967 archaeological ad-
venture to Pella is expected to
be continued next fall.
"Wooster has the contract to
the area," stated Copeland,
"and must return or give up its
claim." Pella is a very exciting
and imaginative program and
promises to add more to
Biblical and Graeco-Roma- n
history of the Jordan Valley.
Other projects of the new
administration include: review
of the administrative scope of
the college to add to the
departmental reviews; a com-
mittee headed by Dr. Hilty to
make the Wooster campusmore easily accessible to
handicapped students; contin-
uation of the Affirmative
Action program also headed
by Deb Hilty, which is con-
cerned with placing more
women and minorities on staff
and in leadership positions.
William Baird is now .chair-
ing a long range planning
committee to examine the
residence hall program, physi-
cal facilities, and the living
- learning concept on trial in
Douglass Humanities House
and Babcock International
House.
This committee includes
four students, four , faculty.
and three administrators in-
cluding Dr. Viola Startzmarr,
and is studying options to see
where the College needs to be.
in five years.
A report will be given at the
end of next year which will
include cost analysis and data
on the living units' of other
colleges- - 'm T i'tHAn important job of Presi-
dent Copeland will be to
increase the endowment "We
have a good physical plan, a
good academic program,, and
need an endowment to match
. these accomplishments," re--.
marked Dr. Copeland.
He said we are doing more
with less endowment than
other colleges and need to
work in the area of endow-
ments. Dr. Copeland expres-
sed his optimism concerning
. the endowment and added
that "The Alumni of C.O.W.contribute almost $1,000,000
to the operating budget of the
mm " W N f '
fJT ClV
college each year."
President Copeland is very
pleased with the work the
Inauguration Committee has
done under the leadership of
Dr. Paul Christianson. He sees
the week of festivities as a way
to celebrate the purpose of the
liberal arts education and as a
symbor-o- f what we want to domore in the future.
A climax to the week long
celebration will be a dinner for
the out of town guests where
four speakers, one present andthree past students ofWooster will express what
Wooster has meant to their
lives. ...
President Copeland is very,
proud of Dr. Bill Baird and Dr.
Vivian Holliday in their positionas Vice President of Academic
Affairs and Dean of the Fac--
ulty respectively. He is optim-- ':
"stic about the coming years
and hopes the whole College
will share his enthusiasm.
ITT fAarkcts
Sawdust asa Cure-A- ll
RStAJWS A C?lf i&XtSZSA IS TO PRODUCE IHtZX
' (CPSZNS)-- lt was bound tohappen. Fierce competition
does strange things to the
minds of marketing people. --
When high-fib- er diets be-
came the health rage of the .
year, a volley of high-rougha- ge
- products-streame- d into the
stores. ITT-own- ed Continental
r Baking Company jumped on
the bandwagon with a new
loaf of bread called "Fresh
Horizons". Ifs fiber content --
sawdust
They call it "finely powered
food grade, cellulose". . The
bread wrappers boast a fiber
content higher,, ounce-for-ounc- e,
than almost any food
. and a lower calorie count than
'. most breads.. -
The Canadian government
has banned the product be-
cause. of its wood-pul- p ingre-
dients: Here, the Federal Trade
Commission has , , suggested
that it not be legally called
bread, and is investigating the
company for possible decep-
tive advertising. Seems as how
the label on the Fresh Horizons
package contains . the word"wheat" displayed promi-
nently across a .wheat fieldthat is being harvested. While
many other breads use bran,
the outside portion of a wheat
. kernel, f9r( fiber, JFresh, H ori-
sons use,s a noinutritiye plant
fiber.'
The Food and Drug Admini-
stration is on their case, too.
They forced the Continental
Baking Company to drop its
medical claims that "Fresh
Horizons would prevent such
illnesses as diabetes, varicose
veins, and cancer of the colon.
These unsubstantiated medi-
cal claims, printed . on . the
wrappers, on leaflets distrib-
uted in stores and in advertis-
ing in medical journals, would
make the bread . an unap-- --
proved new drug.
After threat of bread seizure
from the FDA, Continental has
agreed to change it tune.
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Campus buildings are often
Holden --Annex... -- :
- (CPS)- - Last June, civil rights
v for handicapped Americans
became more of a reality. Even
' though since 1973, discrimina-tio- n
on the basis of disability
had been forbidden, two ad-
ministrations have, failed to
: draft specific regulations for- ;" implementation of the Voca-,n6:fc6nal-fteTiabTllta- ti6n
Act- - . ;v
"
;. Finally, in June of this year,
- - nudged by a 26-da- y sit-i-n by
disabled demonstrators in Sant-- -. " Francisco and similar "demon-stratio- ns
"in other' key cities, ,
definitive regulations were
' . . signed into law.
W Ail Health, Education and
.
' Welfare (HEW) supported
public and private institutions
are now required to make their
M and facilities acces-- 1
sible to' disabled people and
cannot discriminate, against
: 'M them in employment practices.Particularly affected-- , arew ' " schools and universities which
- eGr?must .ensure full educational
" opportunities for disabled stu- -jdents. ; .. " ' - -- ' " ' ' v.'r -- ; Colleges Concerned
College and university ad--.
ministrators are quick to praise
the intent of the new tegisla--
tion, but many are concerned
and upset about the resport- - -
sibilities of dairying out the
- intent Concern No. 1 - money.
Renovating buildings and
facilities to make all programs .
wheel-cha- ir accessible is the
. most costly aspect Also, thereinust be provisions forjriter-- "campus transportation and
reading and interpreting ser-- :
vices for blind and deaf stu
dents!,' At this point no money
: has ; been appropriated . by I
" HEW, and President Carter
has' not requested any funds?;
- for this program in fiscal 1978. 1
t No fair, many school offi- - :
cials complain. They are ask-
ing the federal government for.
cost-shari- ng provisions or low
interest, loans. Some fear that
' '- - - -- -''- -m-
mmmmmmmmr
. - - -- . ; . nf-- t
nearly inaccessible to handicapped
-
without federal money, the
financial burden could sink, a
private school, which could
riot go to State legislatures for
additional help. Tuition could
be forced even higher.
- No Action
One legislative attempt to
..secure federal money has not .
resulted in any action.- - In early
June, Congress-perso- n James
Jefford, R-- Vt, introduced a
bill to give states $6 billion to
implement section 504 regula-
tions. 'In a letter to President
Carter outlining the proposal,
Jefford said "the federal
government has an obligation
to put its money where its
mouth, (and regulations) are .
and provide a major share of --
the cost" or face a "back-
lash at the state- - and local
levels." Jefford's $6 billion
figure, a staff aide said, was
, based on HEW's . projection
. that it will cost that Agency'sgrantees alone $2.4 billion to .
comply, and ..Section 504applies to all federal agen-
cies.' : '.'; ' 'Many of Jefford's col- -
leagues in" the House were .
-- skeptical of the magnitude of
the $6. billion sum. .--; House
sources say the momemtum"needed to pass Jefford's bill
H.R. 7626 doesn't exist It is
now in a subcommittee on
Select Education.
Officials at HEW admit that
the - costs ' will be a serious
problem, but contend that the
regulations have ' been., mi-
sunderstood. David Tatel,
director of HEW's enforcing
agency, : the Office for Civil
Rights (OCR) said that arising
costs of accessibility said that
"a rising exageragion of thepotential costs of acces-
sibility"' may prompt some
institutions to do nothing at.,
alL He said - the regulations
requires " that" "persons with '
i . . . i t i t f J, i ; I J: I ! , s i i t I t i
students. Examples include
handicaps be given access to
programs, not to every build-
ing at an institution. "The
regulations do . require that
enough buildings, or parts of
buildings be made accissible,"
Tatel said, "but . there is no
prescribed number or per-
centage."
Rather than physically modi-
fying every building. Tatel
said, accomodations may be
made. For example, --"Classes
may be " relocated frbm in-
accessible to accessible build-
ings if handicapped students
enroll, and student aides can
fetch books for handicapped
students if libraries do not
have elevators, he suggested.
Administrators agree that
the anti-discriminat- ion reno-
vations won't come easy, but
some officials are downright
hopeful. "I'm a firm believer
that if you get reasonable
people together, you can work,
things out," says Kent Kloep- -'
ping, director of the seven year
old Specialized Services Pro-
gram at the University of
Arizona. He, along with many
in his field, say that almost any
program can be made acces-
sible, although it will take
planning, attention to detail.
and willingness" -- to make
changes for one or a handful
of students. :
Some AidBefore
r A number of other optimists
note that state vocational re-
habilitation agencies often
offer --financial support to dis-
abled students, including
funds for readers, interpreters,
and attendants. Some colleges
have in- - the past received
assistance from the Office of
Education's, Bureau of Educa-
tion for the Handicapped and
the Social and Rehabilitation
Service of HEW.
The OCR estimates that the
removal of barriers to higher
1, continued on page 7
, - -- by Ray Bules- -
Handicapped Wooster stu- -
dents and employees are quick
to Draise the Cnllena fnr It
efforts to accommodate theirconcerns. They agree, how-
ever, that the jqb is far from
finished. Handicapped senior
Ed Burgess notes that the "theCollege has been really good
about it" They have given him
keys to College elevators and
rescheduled his classes away
from Wishart Hall, which hasno elevator.
'The Administration" he
added, "has been suoer...J
transferred a lot of credits so I
could graduate with my class,
and the Registrar, the Finan-
cial Aid Director, and Dean
Cropp came over to Lowry to
talk to me quite a few times,
because Galpin was inacce-
ssible:
Burgess noted, though, that
there is ample room for more
improvements to be made. His
main problem is that there is
no ramp to Holden Annex,
where he lives.
"Ifs an inconvenience," he
said, "because someone has
to pull me up the steps to the
dorm. If s also pretty danger-
ous when the steps are ice-cover- ed
like last Winter."
; . Parking Space
Burgess also noted that "it
... would be nice if the College
would paint the same wheel-
chair decals in the parking lot
behind Lowry that they did in
front" . .
Burgess drives a van and
often cannot find two spaces
in which to park and exit
behind Lowry.
Other concerns noted by
Burgess include the fact thatphones are often hung too
l..ond Galpin Hall. Photos
high for handicapped students
to dia, artd that, "a little ramp
into Kauke somewhere would;.
be nice."
"Ramps," he added, "don't
have to take away from the
beauty of the campus."
"Students," Burgess con-
cluded, "Have been very help-
ful to me. Thaf s the ad-
vantage of going to a small
school." .
New Committee
Burgess serves on a newly--
formed campus committee on
1the handicapped. Other mem- -
bers include Dean Plusquellec,
Dr. Startzman, Professors Per-le- y
and Dugan, Chairperson .
Dr. Deborah Hilty, and handi-
capped bookstore employee
Bill Wittum.
Mr. Whittier, employed by
the College Bookstore for
seven years, explained the
committee's major functions.
Formed in response to a
directive from H.E.W. which
mandates specific physical re-
quirements to which colleges
must adapt their facilities, the
committee has, as yet, met
only once.'
The committee's job, ac-
cording to . Whittier, is to
"make an appraisal' of cam-
pus" to see "what has to be
changed to make it easier for
the handicapped person to get
around.." ,
In addition to the installation
of ramps 'and lifts, the com-
mittee is considering changing
the places at - which certain
classes are offered to equalize
course opportunities for handi-
capped students.
Whittier concurred with
Burgess that "no one pays
much attention to the spots"
continued on page 7
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continued from page 1
"research into student opin-
ion, what other schools are
doing in terms of visitation,
possible' security problems,
and philosophical implications
of- - a change in Wooster'svisitation policy," said
Thomas.
This research, according to
the Visitation Committee's re-
port, found that "the student
body presently sees the cur-- "
rent policy in conflict with...
the total experience of liberal
arts." -
Students have pointed out
numerous faults inherent in
thepresent system, including
the following:
Students see the present
system as having "unfavorable
implications for student deve-
lopment" Spontaneous dis-
cussions, often valuable to
personal growth, are often cut
short by "arbitrary" cut-o- ff
hours or "Disrupted by surveil--
DINO'S
DRIVE - THRU
Pizza
. Beer - Wine
Champagne
v'-11:0- 0 to 11:00phone: 262-044- 4
Right at tt foot of Baall.
Herring
lance."
e Students see the present
system, in practice (though
not by intention) as setting up
a double standard of hours
and responsibilities for male
and female students.
e According to the Report,
the present policy "does not
take into account student
schedules." Students of both
. sexes who study together after
midnight must use noisy,
crowded lounge facilities,
which are not conducive to
academic concerns.
The present policy, ac-
cording to the Report, is 3
"blanket system;" it "does not
accommodate differences in
living units, student lifestyles,"
and student preferences. One
policy does not seem to be
applicable to the wide range of
college housing offered.
Soon" after Thomas named
Chairperson of the Visitation
Committee, SGA administered
a questionnaire to random
sample of Wooster students.
77.2 of the students re-
sponding said they would
choose to live under a 24-ho- ur
option visitation system, if one
existed here.
IIMAnin 1flff"WUULU-WIU- Z I
TRAVEL
SERVICE
TAKES, YOU
it - 7
j PHONE 264-33- 99 J
; 'byTracey Dils
The week-lon- g Inauguration
celebration was kicked off last
Monday at 8:15 by the College
of Wooster's own Dr. Henry
Herring. Dr. Herring, associate
professor of English, has a
long list of credentials which
include a Ph. D. from Duke
University, a Duke Fellowship
and the Belser Award for
Literature.
Dean of Faculty, Vivian
Holliday introduced Dr. Her-
ring as a "creative teacher and
colleague" and as a "man of
ideas who has -- the ability to
translate these . ideas intocourses and programs'
The topic of Dr. Herring's
lecture . was ''Fatal Wagers:
Betting the Self on Ideas." He
began his dissertation by dedi-
cating his speech to-He- nry
Copeland, to students and to
his colleagues, because, he
More importantly, 92.6
were in favor of "providing a
24-ho- ur option to those who
choose it" This responseseemed to indicate extremely
high student support of the
24-ho- ur option. '
Thomas stresses that the
Visitation Committee : Report
is, in fact, a report and not a
formal proposal.
- Before the Report comes up' for a vote before the Board of
Trustees (probably in April),
SGA hopes to effect a massive
Visitation education program
on campus.
A Visitation Education Com--
Options Explained
continued from page 1
option before room draw.
Campus space not previously
reservea wouia De aiviaea into"limited" and "open" livina
units. One "limited" and one ""open" room draw would beheld.
e Living units will be com-
pletely "open" or "limited" inas many cases as possible. A
notice of the visitation policy
in effect for each living unit
For guys and
"Boot
I
For the man that demands aa much from
his footwear off the field as on the field.
Take it from OJ.
FORTHAT SPECIAL BOOT . . .
IFRYE
stated, of'...the effort to know
matters most in this world."
He continued . to illustrate
the r major concern of his
lecture: the density of exper-
ience. 'The intensity of exper-
ience, explodes around us..."
and we, as human beings, are
faced with the problem of
"making sense of the com-
plexity before which we stand
in amazament.." '
Sort out ideas
In short, the current human
condition is continually con-
cerned with sorting out ideas
and trying to create meaning
in the events of everyday life.
In order to emphasize his
point. Dr. Herring compared
the human condition to a
literary work. Using the meta- -
phor of a' literary work as",experience and the; literary
critic as the individual. Dr.
Herring pointed out several
mittee, to be chosen soon, will
take up the visitation issue
where the present committee
leaves, off.
Programming designed to
heighten student realizations
of their own responsibilities
will be increased during the
next two years, to prepare
students for the increased"
responsibility of an "open"
visitation option.
A copy of the Visitation
Committee Report is available
to interested groups and resi-
dence halls by contacting Ellen
Thomas. Copies are also on
closed reserve in the Library.
will be posted in the front,
entrance of that unit -
e RETURNING students will
be given a choice of visitationnninn w ihyin
their return from off-camp- us.
e ROOM CHANGES will still
be honored, .wherever possi-
ble.
eA STATEMENT of Govern-
ance must be prepared . by
each unit
gals!
Boutique 99
BARHEY LEHMAN'S
"Downtown Wmmlrr"
issues. Literature, he stated,
seems to suggest an excess of
- meaning. It is up to the critic,
then, to point out and interpret
a single meaning from a
snecifie noint of viaw In sn' doing, the critic makes a "fatal
wager", i. e., he excludes the
influence of all - other pos--
- sibilities of interpretation from'
differing points of view. In a
similar manner, we as human
beings make decisions which
influence both ourselves and
society and . therefore, influ-
ence also the molding . of
ourselves and our society inpermanent ways.
From a historical point of
view. Dr. Herring illustrated
the manner in which exper-
ience was organized into
meaning in medieval society,
citing the stringent hierarchal
restraints of, the time period.
Historically, the meaning of
reality has been seen in ex-
ternal terms, that is controlled
by an outer force, in this case,
the seasonality of the social
structure was controlled by
God as the supreme being.
That attitude changed how-
ever, to stress the importance
OT me inaiviauai ana in snort,
interpretations moved from an
external view of the nature of
society to an internal one, i. e.
the world was self-contain- ed
ancf "was
-','
governed' from...:u:..Will Ml I.
Reality all things , "
Finally, Herring's perception
U I Uui lire iiiuuem wunu uvii- -cerned the view that reality
should be conceived as a
convergence of both external
objects and internal thoughts.
He stressed that the more
consciously we evaluate bur
experiences and make our
own decisions, the more
errective we snail oe in per-
ceiving our own existence.
At the same time, in making
our "fatal wanfirs": we must
do so in terms of a multiple ;
reality, then,, relies upon a
"fragile juxtapostion" . of. all. ,
our experiences.
Dr. Herring concluded his
speech by focusing upon the
role of the college in the --
understanding of experience.
The college's function . is " to
provide as much as it can, and
tne student must Know as
much as possible, increase
ideas, develop his mind so that
he can make consciously and
carefully considered "fatalwagers. In short, the college
must provide an atmosphere
where interpretation can
emerge out of ideas and must
bring a "hillock of order to
chaos." ; '?' -
BEALL AVE.' ECON-0-WAS- H
(Just North of th Collage)
24 Hour Coin-O- p Laundry
Dry Cleaning 8 4:15 -
HL.
' i by Ray Bules
t - "If you ask students the waythey feel, they're in agreement
' '.' with Republicans a lot more'' than they realize."
On that " premise, as ex-
plained by its president, junior
"" Jim Eyerett, Wooster's new
- College Republicans' Club has
been founded."
The club claims 30 regis-
tered members; ten students
attended last Sunday's initial' meeting, with City Counil-- ;
person Margaret Demorest,
who is up for re-electi- on. "
Everett is relying heavily on
one-on-o- ne discussions toreach other Republican-oriente- d
students on campus.
How does he expect to reach
-- them? "By telling them the
. .truth."1 ,;rThe : truth, .according ,to
Everett, is that many time-7-:
worn stereotypes of Republi- -'
cans are false. -
"Lots of students," he said,
'don't realize - that Jimmy
Carter rejected an increased
student aid program over the
. cries of Republican legislators.
k Carter accepted the Repub-
licans' proposals to increase
enforcement - of student aid
; provisions but will not in-
crease " aid to honest . stu-- ,
dents."' ,.
. More Blacks Named
In addition, Everett noted
., that, , "up through 1976, Re-publicans ' appointed more
Blacks to-hig- h administrativeo positions than any otherparty."
Everett is counting on per-
sonal selling techniques, to
increase the-- club's member
am
In the Classroom
lElvisRemeinnifaered
"VMxmed to me counterfeit money
: KNOXVILLE, Tenn. - "The
Cultural Phenomenon of Elvis
Presley: The Making of a Folk
Hero" will be offered. asvaV
credit course next .quarter at
the University of Tennessee,t The instructor, Patsy Ham-montre- e,
said she has been
conducting research for the
-- class for the past two years.
. fv Rather than dwelling on the
I life history of Presley, the
course will explore all facets of
his life, including his influence- on clothes, jewelry and life- -:
'". styles of the past two decades.
ship on campus. "People-to- -
' people communication is the
' best," he said.
"People expect us to
doubletalk them," he added,
"and make apologies for'
things" we supposedly stand
for, but don't. We'll welcome
them when they realize the
truth." .
The club's projects for this' year include a voter registra-
tion program and a poll for
local candidates.
"Once students hear about
how taxes on the College may
increase which would prob-
ably lead to a tuition increase
they'll get very interested in
local politics," Everett , pre--
dieted. :
Everett does not see the
national Republican Party as a
' dying organ.
: "People will -- look at the
one-part- y domination this
country's been under for 50
years and realize the viable
alternative that the Republican
party offers is what they've
been looking for all along," he
added.
- , Brock favored
Everett would like to see
Tennessee's William Brock as
the Republicans' 1980 Presi-
dential candidate, though he'acknowledges Tennessee
senator Howard Baker is prob-
ably a' "stronger possibility."
He favors Rep. Jack Kemp,
the former Buffalo Bills'
quarterback who now repre-
sents the . Buffalo area in
Congress, for Vice-Preside- nt
Everett decided to form theM- -
club now because he "knows
what it can be to be on the
' t- - J -- !
here, but this is lot more lucrative.
she said. The course will be
offered through the American
Studies Department.
Formed
Wooster campus with no po-
litical outlet except Presiden-
tial campaigns."
"I wanted to help students
make that political input," he
explained.
The Wooster College Re-
publicans' Club is still unaf-
filiated with larger organiza-
tions. "Ifs good to be inde-
pendent now," Everett noted.
Wooster is on the Republi-
can map already, though.
Everett adds, "We've already
received several calls from the
state and national organiza-
tions. They're already looking
forward to us joining them."
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Opera Policy Works Well
continued from page 1
"open" visitation option. .
The 14 colleges having an
The 14 polleges having an
"open" option (56 of those
surveyed) provided the follow-
ing results:
e 93 noted that "open"
visitation had no effect on
.their endowment or enrol-
lment One college noted en-
rollment changes, though "not
necessarily as a result" of the
visitation change.
e 85 experienced no noise
problem as a result of visita-
tion changes. Two colleges
described dorm noise as a
'"small"" problem or having
increased since the advent of
the "open option.
e 85 experienced no in-
creased housing damage;
many noted that damage had
been reduced In 'co-e-d and
"open" halls. The exception:
Hiram experienced "Some"
damage, and damage in men's
halls increased at Oenison.
e 93 reported theft to be
reduced or nonexistent Only
Denison mentioned a problem
with student theft since a
visitation change.
e71 reported that their
residence staffs viewed the
"opening" of visitation "posi--.
tively." "Roommate prob-
lems" at Hiram and "a small
problem with unescorted men
after hours" at Denison were
the only major concerns
voiced by the various resi-
dence 'staffs. .
e 93 reported student opin-
ion toward an "open" visita-
tion option as "very favor-
able," "positive," or at least
"good." Significant student
concerns were voiced only at
William. and Mary,
''. The Great American
w ' ESCAPEDream a little, Play a little, but most of all, relax and enjoy!We have hobbies and crafts for the whole family at familyprices.
Take advantage of old-fashion- ed service - come in,browse, ask questions and check out our amazing line ofstock! , Treasure House Hobbies- Phone 2 16264-3- 1 33 e 236 W. Liberty St.
Is he an endangered species?
have their way I
57 reported no major
present concern on the part of
parents. 43 reported "a lit-
tle," 'ome,'r or "very mild"parental concern. Parental
concerns with "open" visita-
tion options appeared to sur-
face immediately after the
institution of the program,
then die out"
Handicapped
continued from page 5
in front of Lowry specifically
designed for parking for the
handicapped.
."The winter is, worse," he
added. "Last winter, they just
couldn't keep up with the
snow'', in "the front driveway.
This created a potentially dan-
gerous situation for Whittier,
who, unlike Burgess, does not
drive from' his wheelchair.
The College drew praise
from Whittier as "one of the
few institutions that would
hire me" seven years ago.
"Everything's pretty con-
venient here,"-h- e added. "One
thing that should be done,
though, is to put in a ramp
right in front of Lowry."
Whittier noted, , too, that
many restroom stalls, especi-
ally those in Lowry, are too
From these results, the Visit-
ation Committee's report .con-
cluded that " 'open' visitation
policies are working at institu-
tions similar to Wooster."
This survey is part of the
Visitation Committee Report
that was presented to the
Trustees' Student Relations
Committee this morning.
Are Aided
narrow to permit handicapped
persons to enter.
"IrY fairly easy for me," he
added, "but I imagine students
would have a lot of trouble,
especially with the older build-
ings."
The Wooster Voice will
continue to report the pro-
gress of this committee.
Civil Rights Aid
Handicapped
continued from page 5
education will bring about
radical increases of handi-
capped people to campuses.
As for' the handicapped
students, their opportunities
vary widely. Some campuses
have implemented barrier re-
moval years ago; others have
just begun. -
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(CPS)-W- ho would you want
to monitor experiments with
: new lifeforms a government
. bureaucracy? private industry?
! the president of your school?
Is the average . communityprepared for possibly lethal
biohazards that could result
from such research?.
Nearly 90 percent of current
research involving the reconv.binant DNA process is occur-
ring on university campuses
under guidelines that both
- critics and proponents of such
" research call insufficient (re-
combinant DNA is a laboratory
technique for splicing together
genetic material from unre-
lated organisms to manufac-
ture novel forms of life.)
Today 196 projects, an in-
crease of 36 in the past three 'months, are being funded
through the National Institute
of Health (NIH) at a cost in
excess of $20 million. About
180 separate institutions are
. involved.
The remarkable potential of
this technique, perfected in
1973, raises the most profound
and difficult questions ever
faced by any society. While
social, legal and health issues
are of imperative importance,
the real question is political:
whose rights and what obliga-- --
tions will be recognized as a
democratic society grapples
with : legislation - that would
control the essence of life
itself. v .
f'Look what I made in lab.Momcan I keep it?"
The basic technology of
recombinant DNA is so simple
that any bright, high school
student could experiment with
new lifeforms. Essentially, bio-
logical factories are created
which allow proliferation of
specific vitamins; antibodies or
hormones.
Virtually anyone can obtainenzymes needed for exper-
iments. Miles Laboratory,
which markets the enzymes,
admits that most sales are
through the mail, 'and thatthere is "no guarantee of what
the customer will do" with his
purchase.
"Nature does not need to 'be
legislated. But playing God
does."
- Guidelines were instituted
by the NIH in 1976, although
the agency has no power to
enforce these codes. Current
ly, the Animal Disease Center
has" tighter security controlsthan the facilities experiment-- "
ing with the recombinant DNA
. method. Thus far, scientists in
these labs have
developed eight different
methods - of .' making babiesbesides the traditional
changed the sex of amonkey in Its mother's wombfused the cell of a human
with that of a tobacco plant
predicted human "cloning"
within the next 10 years -
proposed that only thosepeople with "superior" genes
be allowed to reproduce
"Each lab engaging in theseexperiments submits theirplans and an "environmental ,impact statement v from the
local authorities," Dr. Daphne
Kamely of NIH told CPS. "We ke,
these documents as
assurance that they will abide .by NIH regulations and will not
transfer any of the DNA
materials. We have no otherauthority at this time, and such
regulatory control as would
exist would be through the
Center for Disease Control andthe Environmental Protection"Agency." V-- . .' ,
Both Stanford and the Uni--
versity-o- f California have .applied for patents on their
methods. General Electric al-
ready holds three patents. At ;.present there are no guidelines
for industrial experimentation.
Certain members -- of the
scientific community, possibly
with an eye on the Jtabel Prize
and .potential patent profits,?,
. say that there is "absolutely no
danger" involved in the re-
search, although in 1974 the
National Academy of Sciences
(NAS) called for a two year
. moratorium on "all but thesafest" experiments4 until
some method of . governing
research could be devised.
The efforts and scams of
this group, who in alliance .
with certain corporations and
academic institutions are lol:bying for little or no controls
on their. research; despite that
fact that no qualitative tests,
have validated their claim, are
devastatirigly frightening.
"McCarthy-er-a .'.tactics"
--were used to pressure scien-
tists into signing the largely
circulated Gordon Conference
Petition of 1977 which alleges
complete safety,, according to
Dr. Jonathan Beckwith of the
Harvard Medical School, Dr.;
Richard Goldstein, also - of
Harvard and Or. Jonathan
King of MIT. i - f
. "The petition was posted
publicly and signatories were 'to . sign : and check off theirapproval of the lessened risk'
statement," Dr. Beckwith said."It would seem that many ofthe scientists were thus pres-- 'sured to sign, fearing loss ofposition, funds, and col-leagues' good will." Names ofconference participants weretyped on the petition with, aspace adjacent for their signa-tures. --. t ; .
froge
Record. Review:, ''Nether
Lands" Dan Fogelberg (Full
: Moorr-Epi- c)
by Lisa --Vickery.
Dan - Fogelberg . has ex-
panded his musical . horizons
' with his summer release en-
titled "Nether Lands." Al--
- though his high ranging, char-- "
. acteristic voice, remains the
same, the settings of his songs
' in both lyrics and background
music are a new dimension to
his music. c 1
Fogelberg's : music has' a
simple and easy going quality
that is very down to earth and
realistic. "Lessons Learned",
"Loose Ends" and : "False
Faces" are all songs that are
direct and trueto fife. While
the artist portrays all of life's
common experiences he is, at;
the same time, able to express
life's romantic and spiritual
aspects. 'J -- :iMost ' of the -- numbers onFogelberg's new album go
beyond the . everyday experi-
ences. He reaches towards the
spiritual and memories.
The title song, along with
"Dancing Shoes", "Love
Gone By" and; especially
"Scarecrow's Dream" (thesong dedicated to Don
Quixote, Walt Disney and the
Wizard of Oz) all illustrate Dan
Fogelberg's romantic and spir-
itual .side. Perhaps his use of
"Nether Lands" as the album
JOB OPENINGS AT SKI RESORT :
Brandywine Ski Resort has full-tim- e jobs - inside or outside - for singles or coupleswho can drop out winter quarter. Pay from $2.50 to $3.50 per hour; living quartersavailable. Also part-tim- e jobs, your hours, January and February pnly. Also needed areski instructors . - or good skiers who .can. learn ; instructor routine ot nroconcnn
apprentice-instructo- r class held on weekends. Box 343, Northfield. Ohio 44067. orphorie 216-467-81- 98 (Cleveland) or 216-434-91- 78 (Akron). V
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title is just another way . to
describe , the . dichotomy i he:sees within our world of reality
vs. dreams. :' - --
' The characteristic that' sets ?
this album apart from those he
has recorded in the past is his
step beyond ordinary .fold
music. Instead of only guitar or
keyboard accompaniment,- - he .,
had supplemented, his voice
with orchestration. To me, this
Chicago yleaseSolicI
Record Review ; T :by Susie Estill . :J- - ...... . --: ;
Chicago, Chicago' ' . v
For,; a solid, sophisticated,
sound, Chicago is the group towhom you should listen. The
combo is comprised on sevenvery highly skilled songwriterarrangers ' and top quality
musicians. Each Chicaao Al--bum has something for every--'
one. ; ."' . v
Chicago' songs are songs
written about life and love towhich all can in some way
relate. Their new disc is ;a
continuation of the Chicago
hentage of fine music, whichbegan with the album Chicago'
Transit Authority.
. .. Side one opens with a song
written earlier in his career by
the group's lead guitarist,
Terry Kath. It is an articulate,
fast, jazz-roc- k number titled,
"Mississippi Delta Blues." '
The next song, "Baby What
stnale co-relea- se, and t ha' -good lyrics and orchestration,
-THE
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is "Fogelberg plus": The con-
summation of - his , musical,
talent. From the lyrics of his
title cut Dari Fogelberg has;
been his own best critic, for his
songs are -- 'like the songs that' 'the - darkness ; composes .to
worship the light"
k. j.--v -
"Till the End-- of Time"; ' is ;a
. sui m ann euau ti ino .ann nu
oniy song on ine aiDum wnx--.ten by James : Pankow. the
trombone player, who does
"most ' of ' the " group's brass
arranging, and a-gre- at deal of
uie songwrrang. , v
ed by the sensitive lyrics to the
man". This cut contains more
acoustical guitar than Chicago
ordinarily uses, and is a pleas-antly surprising' change. --
'Take Me Back-t-o Chicaao" is
fho nthor cinnla rolaaea HioKIV W hi Wt MW TT IIVIbegins mellow, with reminis
cent woras, ana qeveiops intoa real sotritune, as Chaka
Ahah joins in. r
Chicago is known' for being
politically minded in some of
their songwriting (ex.. State of
the Union" and "Harry Tru- -.
man"), and again attempts to ,
. make a poinr In the song
i."Vote For Me' which beains
.Tatin' it nn I inthmw . ka .- - f- - Wi wpiWIFI p II 1album's quota of heavy metal
music " . ;- -. .- -' ; " - .'."This Time" is another 'of
uiose magicairy upirning v.ni- -
Searching So Long", where-..- ;
1
1
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Army isAcflive
by Richard W. An
4 - What is the Armington
Army? It is not an army that
fought against Napoleon in the
War of 1812. It is neither an
army assisting - the-- National
Guard in resisting : the Kent
State Rebellions nor is it a'
group Y)f crazy people who like
to have "rowdy time at the
Wooster football games.
It is, instead, a" group of
highly active (not to be con-
fused with "high", active)
students, mostly from the
Armington Dormitory, who
spend their precious Saturday
afternoons in . the- - football
stadium cheering for . the
Wooster football team. -
This organization, - headed
by Tony Cirigio, the Director of
Armington, has "helped" the
--Wooster Scots to win their
first two games. ". ': ... -- V-
-- Cheers Football .
The footbal team , is not
. alone in receiving the explo-
sive cheers of the Armington
Army, "who also intend .to
support the basketball team "
and other sports organizations
if possible.
Ma ny of thesesoldiers cheer
. even at the risk of losing their
voices for the entire week. At
- - f wKO M-Ai- XY GC CS ARQUnts To THOSE ) nc TlilNt, CHCy 0MT &Cf-- 7. V X ADr v -"zE --mKO WORlt pocsk-- t it ? ;V V WHAT. RC pvl, kt,t jnoth--s V ,, OurTn.S, tt ITJGM ltt(ClS ISTUI f
. NEW YORK, N.Y., - Philip
Morris Incorporated has an-
nounced its ninth annual Mark-
etingCommunications .
petition for College Students.
The purpose of the compete
tion is to provide students with
a practical and realistic busi-
ness project, bringing them
into direct contact with the
business "community,
A $1,000 grant will be
awarded to the winning entries
at both the undergraduate and
graduate level; runners up will
receive $500 grants, and other
finalists in the undergraduate
the time of next football gametheir voices are usually re-
stored.
Any other people, who feel .
the same inclination for cheer-leadi- ng
and changing their
voices can join this informal
but enjoyable organization by
meeting at front of Armington
30 minutes prior to every home .
football game. .
The members of the Arm-
ington Army will extend their
arms for a warm welcome.
Corrections
- We'd like to clear up some'
numerical errors we made in
our last two" issues. "V
First, there are 586 new
students on campus this year,
including 543 freshmen and 43
transfers. 21 of them are black,
including 16 freshmen and 5
transfers.. We had earlier re-
ported total new students as
totalling 543 and -- new black ,
students at 20. ,
Secondly, over 1100 stuv
dents voted in last year's SGA
election. .We earlier reported
the number as approximately
500.
The Wooster Voice regrets
both of these errors. ,
jj ;.;re'l-71..fai- n St.'SmitheJ "jil
--
t
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and graduate categories will
receive special merit awards.
Entries may deal with --any
aspect of the broad areas of
marketingcommunications
related to Philip Morris Incor-
porated, its . operating com-panies or r any - of its non-tobac- co
products. -- .
Student chapters of profes-
sional societies, regular classes
or ad hoc committees of no
less than five students at the
undergraduate level and ' no
less than two at the graduate
level under the counsel of
full-tim- e faculty members may
GENIUS...
CALLEP A CRACKPOT 0Y IOCAL
AUTHORITIES, 60PO4RP'S
INSTRUMENT CARRYMG
ROCKET, BECAUSE OF ITS
NOSe, WAS OECLAREPA PUBUC NUSANCE.
OFFICIALS ORPEREP &HIM NOT TO CON-PUC- T
ANY MORE
ROCKET IAUNCHINGS
IN MASSACHUSETTS Ail. AMt
HIS EXPERIMENTS,
FATHERED THE SPAGE
"fPOPAY SENSOR-6UIPE- P
: GV r'ii m r- - I O
!' '. only. 10 min. ntenv. next m Smithtiilht Inn llw
m
XVHEN GERMAN ROCKETEXPERTS WERE BROUGHT I
TO AMERICA AFTER THE WARANP QUESTIONED j
ABOUT ROCKETRY THEY CREC9TEP GOPO4R0jcr0 MUCH OP WHAT TH&Y KNFW.
IAUNCHEP A GOl&EN A&C VFfLHNCiAKT
- EXPLORATION..
ON JULY 20m. 1976, JUSTSEVEN YEARS
TO THE PAY AFTER MAN 7DOK HIS FIRST
STEP ON THE MOON. VIKING X SENT
HOME COLOR TELEVISION PICTURES OF
OUR SISTER PLANETMARS...
PROVING THATTHE POSSIBILITIES
FOR FUTURE SPACE TRAVEL ARE LIMITLESS.
THE AMERICAN SOCIETY OFMECHANICAL ENGINEERS .
ARCH'S HIDDEN GARDENo Vegetarian Dinners Served
Our specials: Fresh salads
Tacos Eggplant sandwiches
Avacados Soy, burgers
Herbal teas Smoothies and juices
We have
Come see us at
131 N. Market
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Competition
submit proposals.
In addition to the grants,
two student representatives
and the faculty "advisor from
each of the winning and
runner-u- p committees will beinvited to be Philip Morris's"guests at corporate head-quarters in New York or atanother corporate location todiscuss their , proposals with
Philip Morris executives.
For additional information,
please contact Marketing
Communications Competition,
. Philip Morris Incorporated, 100
M77 by Gnmi Fcatubcs . vT
7Asntv
mmm7 m
ROBERT H. 60PPARP
COCK S, IBSZ-AUG.I- O,I III I 1945)
STAMPING BBSfPB
MIS LfQUIP FUELED
POCKET, MARCH 16,
1926, HOXCESTEZ,
AGE.
T1SPACE CRAFTS HAVE
m
meat, too!
or Call us at
264-476- 7
1
Park Avenue, New York, New
York 10017.
MusicianAwards
A total of $15,000 is avail-
able to young composers in
the 26th annual BMI Awards
to Student Composers compe-
tition sponsored by Broadcast
Music, Inc., a performing
rights licensing organization.
Established in 1951- - in co-
operation with music educa-
tors and composers, the BMI
Awards project annually gives
cash prizes to encourage the
creation of concert music by
student composers .of the
Western Hemisphere and to
aid them In financing their
musical education. Prizes
ranging from $300 to $2,500
will be awarded at the dis-
cretion of the judges. To date,
225 students, ranging in age
from 8 to 25, have received
BMI Awards.
Entrants
must be under 26 years of age
on December 31, 1977. No
limitations are established as
to instrumentation, stylistic
considerations, or length of
works submitted. Students
may enter no more than one
composition, which need not
have been composed during
the year of entry.
Flair Travel
Consultants
346 E.BOWMAN ST.
WELCOME BACK!
For Your
. Cononlne
. Just off tho Co"0 --Campus -- For ALL
Your Tl InquirUandNood
TENTH ANNUAL
LONDON SHOW TOUR
Moreh7-21- . 1978
Course credit offered
See Dr. Shutz
CALL
264-650- 5
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Singer-guitari- st Michael Johrv
son will make a concert ap-
pearance at The Cage on
Friday, Oct 14 for an 8:00
show and a 10:00 show.'
Michael comes to The College
of Wooster with a diverse
background including a year
with John Denver in the Chad
Mitchell Trio and a year in the
Jacques Brel show in Chicago.
LCB Future
Attractions
- by Rick Bardine
Chairperson of LCB
This weekend has been
designated as Alfred Hitch-
cock Weekend by The Film
Committee ' of Lowry Center
Board. Two of Hitchcock's
finest thrillers. Psycho and
Frenzy, will be shown tonight
and tomorrow night, respec-
tively. In a further attempt to
facilitate student wishes candy
will be sold at these films.
The concept of a film theme
weekend such as Hitchcock
Weekend is noteworthy. By
observing two films made by
the same director, the audi-
ence can gain a better aware-
ness of and appreciation for
the distinct style of that direc-
tor. In this way, the audience
can better evaluate other
works.
This is one of the many
creative ideas with which the
Film Committee, under the
leadership of Deb Behrens,
has been concerned. In an
effort to gain an audience
perspective of this idea, audi-
ence reaction cards will be
distributed before the show-
ings.
We of LCB are committed
to serving the campus com-
munity and therefore ask for
your cooperation in com-
pleting and returning these
cards. We're here to serve
YOU, so please stop into our
offices at any time and talk to
us.
OUR VERY
BEST WISHES
FROM
THE
BEULAH BECHTEL SHOP
FASHIONS
OF
DISTINCTION
1 14 E. Liberty 262
His concerts emphasize his
incredible talent on guitar
with a wide range of material
refecting his many influences.
I 7 T l
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Folksingor Michael
SGA Reps' Duties and
by Lisa Vickery ''
"All students are members
of the Student Government
Association. The Association
operates through a broad base
of representatives from resi-
dential - units to serve varied
interests of the student body."
The above quote is a part of
the description given to the
S.G.A. found on page 10 in
this year's College of Wooster
catalogue. The representatives
to the Association are elected
by the dormitory or house
residents at the beginning of
the year. -
Their purpose is to be the
spokesmen for those they
-685 1 or 262-2- 7 1 6
Tickets for the concert are
available at the door. Admis-
sion charge is $1.00 at the
door.
v - 1 1
V
Johnson
represent- - and to make 1 sure
that the S.G.A: knows the
student's needs. They are also
responsible for bringing stu-
dent government information
back to their districts.
It is the representatives, not
the officers, who do the voting
within the S.G.A.
The Student Government
Association is bound by their
constitution to have between
34 and 36 representatives. This
means that there is approxi-
mately- one spokesman . for
every 55 students." Kenarden, though, having
208 residents,' have 4 repre-
sentatives, while Douglass has
2 students acting for their 114
residents. .
Deciding the .number of
delegates for the regular large
residence dormitories is a rela-
tively simple task compared to
determining how the small
residence houses are to be
represented. To solve the
problem, the S.G.A. has de-
vised a system of districts'
which include all of the cam-pus houses. 'Each division includes 3 or 4
That lovely young creatureovoninghasn t loworod nor
Weel; for
by Alan Heck' This week Westminster
Church and TheCollege of
Wooster wilK have as their
guest the Rev. Joel Gajardo.
Rev. Gajardo, an ordained
Presbyterian minister -- and
Chilean exile, resides in Ithaca,
New York, where he is Assoc-
iate Director .of the Latin
American Policy Study Center
at Cornell University.
He received his PhD. from
Princeton Theological Semin-
ary and taught theology and
ethics at the Catholic Univer-
sity and the Evangelical Theo-
logical Seminary in Santiago,
Chile.
District
houses,'depending on their
i capacities, and in that way
encompassing the appropriate
number of students to be
represented.
Some students may find it
unfair that dorms having many
residents but with, in most
cases, similar concerns have a
number of spokesmen, while
separate program houses with
their individual concerns have, ;
figuratively, speaking only .13
or so of a representative.
This should not make a
difference in the. student's
voicing of their thoughts. Any
well thought out opinions or
ideas expressed to the repre-
sentatives will.-- be brought
before the S.G.A. ' "
Each student does have asay in what happens within the
student government, whether
living in a large dorm, program
house, or off campus. Dean
Walker, S.G.A. president,
reminds us that, "All studentsare members of the S.G.A.
and you need not be members
of committees to attend meet-
ings or to take part in the
committees work."
L ojo'ojP'ojo"lo'o"o
Plko'o Peak
Comora Shop
IN THE RAM ADA INN -
CIBACHROME
'DISCOVERY KIT
HERE
f . f.f , f r ? rl.I'i: I: I- -
hat boon flirting with mo all'
fan onet !
Go jardo
He has served" on commissions of the World Council of
; Churches and is .internationallyrespected. Rev. Gajardo's
schedule is: .
. Sunday, Oct 9: -- "V ..
Third World" Study Class,
Westminster Church House,
9:15 A.M. ; ;. ;
Morning Worship McGaw
Chapel. .10:30 A.M. -- " ;
Church Session, 7:30 P.M. :,
Monday, Oct 10:
- Church and Social Bucher, --
9.00 A.M.
Discussion Panel, Babcock,
9:00 P.M. -
Topic: What Can' We Do:
Latin American and U.S.
Tuesday, Oct 11:
Speakers and Topics Pro-
gram, Lowry Center, 8:30
P.M.
- Wednesday, Oct 12:
-- 'v'-- Convocation, Mateer Audi-
torium, 1000 A.M.
Topic: The Impossibility of
Human Rights in Latin Am-
erica Without Revolution.
There is also an Interfaith
Conference meeting Wed.Oct 12 at 5:30 P.M. in the
Small Dining Room of Lowry
Center.
The meeting will concen-
trate on establishing coopera-
tion in the areas of retreats,
service, and meeting student
needs on campus between
Westminster Church, the
Christian Fellowship group,
and the Newman Club (a
Catholic Organization).
All interested groups and
perople are welcome.
Chicago XI Tops
continued from page 8
gaining strength and reassur-
ance as the song progresses.
The classical side of thegroup is presented in the very
moving "Inner Struggles of a
Man". It is a fantastic orches-
tral arrangement that leadsinto a prelude to the final song
on the album titled "LittleOne", ra slower jazz piece
written by drummer DannySeraphine for his children,
Daneille and Christine. -
This album not only repre-
sents the Chicago heritage offine music, but also the Chi-cago tradition of "pre-conce- rt
publicity". But who can blamethem? The group will beplaying in our area at . theColiseum on October 30.
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W0B3MS:. 'Milling MlgkllghtAdirondack Trip
;;-b- y BarbShelli-- . :' " .'. . " .; "-r.- w -- - - 1
; Each August, Wooster of-- -.
fers ; an escape to the New
York i Adirondack fPark forthree unforgettable weeks of
.i canoeing,? backpacking, - and '
. mountain - climbing. The only"
requirements are a desire to--;
spend" those " weeks In the
wilderness without any con-:ta- ct
-- withr civilization, and " a
willingness to eat' oatmeal '.
L every morning for 22 days '
straight,-.- " ' -- T.r ' This year, the trip consisted
of 21 students from' all over .
: ; under ; the fearless leadership'
of - Pat " Brown,-- ; Jim Perley,
Kathy Moore, and Bob Golger.
: Phyllis Robinson, : Martha
"Fischer, and Sally Bubier were
-- the three student instructors'
: this year. - - ; "..,t The first day was spent;packing close to 1,000 pounds
of dehydrated food (using Jhe
imfamous double bagging
technique), and organizing our
-- gear. We soon learned that for
the next three weeks our diet
: would consist mainly of chick-- v
en stew, beef strogonoff,
Swiss Miss and last but not:;
least, a supply of M&M's for - canoeing will know what thesequick energy. After having the portages usually encompass,
staff check all --personnel gear " Most of them are pretty mud- -
and attempting to weed out dy with millions of black fliesany and all contraband items , . and mosquitoes. It wasn't untilfrom our packs, we spent the we finished the first one thatnight in Westminster House, i some of us began to wonder if: The next morning we set off at ,
5:00 a.m. for the twelve hour"
drive up to New York.
. The drive ; began . unevent-
fully, but we soon learned thatone of the vans had a habit of
running but of gas every hour
without '.warning. ,We finally
arrived at a Y-ca- mp where we"
i were to spend our first nightbefore beginning the 100 mile
trip. ; : -- .;.; -- .:
We- - were ; briefed by thecamp director on what we
should- - expect to encounter
c while in the 6 million acre park.
Wondering if bears would be a
problem, we soon learned that
bur only predators would be a
breed of ravenous chipmunks
that populated each of ourcampsites. : " ; :
We set out at 8th lake and "
canoed a good four hours
before arriving at the first of.our nine portages, Any of you
who have ever done extensive
' carrying a 75 pound deluth
pack really was easier than a
90 pound canoe. Deluths have
. a funny way of pinning their
earners on the ground help-
lessly like a turtle on its back itone fails to keep a steady
balance. It only takes onewrong "move to realize this..
. After 8th lake, we continued
" to Racquette River, then to- Long Lake, Cold River, and
finally, the Saranacs. During
the whole three weeks, we
managed to keep the moral up
even when the-- thought of
cooking up a 14th pot of-..tunafi- sh
made . you wonder
why you wanted to go on the
trip to begin with. Kathy had
"brought her guitar along and
', so .there were . many nights
spent around the campfire'"
singing. Echoes of "Follow,
follow, follow, follow, could
be heard throughout the forest
' often keeping the others hope
lessly awake- - obviously they
had no appreciation for Kathy,
Brian and my fine voices.
We climbed two mountains
during the trip-We- st Moun-
tain, and Ampersand Moun-
tain. Their elevations were
2,902 ft and 3,540 ft respec-
tively. We also spent a day cliff
repelling during which even
the mostfearfull acrophobiacs
managed to "enjoy" going
down a sheer 110 foot cliff
with only two ropes around
them. It was also that same
day that Kathy had organized
an orienteering course. Using
only a compass and a map,
groups of two and three were
timed as we attempted to go
through the course and find
the points that she had mark-
ed. The best time of 23minutes went to John andBear, two of the three Seniorsof the group.
However, the trip also invol-
ved "academics" since wewere getting 'course creditJim lead discussions in Bio-
logy and the ecological bal-ance created in the forests, Paton the existence of God,Phyllis on the geology , of the
Tom Shrilla announces the. Fall Quarter programmingschedule for WCSW FM. ' Call either extension 477 or. offcampus 274-901-0 v . -
.Saturday
ScottCooley
SOFT ROCK
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Marko
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Love
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C 0 i
FOOTBALL
or
ROCK
Don
Leike - .
. CLAoSIOAL
ScoltPeterle
PARTY iluSIC
Mark
Pierson.
ROCK
Sunday ,
TheresaCartledge
RELIGIOUS
Ruf us
Bynuia
SOFT
ROCK
Wythe
Adarondacks, Martha on vari-
ous species of birds, Sally on
conservation, and Kathy on
the physical precautions one
should be. aware of when
going on a trip of this type. Her
lectures on refridgerators are
' particularity noteworthy.
All in all, the trip was an
incredible experience that can
hardly be summed up in a few
paragraphs. If you're at all
adventurous, and want to
really find out what camping in
the' wilderness can be like,Wooster's Adarondack trip is
, the way.
8yfrR0C
SusieEstillSOFf ROCK
Charlene
Daugstru
- COUiJTRY
Mart'na
Lord
CLAoSICAL
NidS-- S PORTS
Herb
Simmons
BLACK MU3TC
'MM ALBuM"
Rock
Special
of
the
Week
cW ALBort"IOiOOv. 11 tOO Steve : Jeff KendallHi 00 - Hibbard i-lnt- o. Crossiiiis li4S & SPORTS
Ton Van ' Kaxk Geoff --
Good
Don .......; SOUL ROCK ruck11 1 15--: "; Zoerea'.-- f Synder Matthews"hot"" race"1 "SOUL" '
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Congragulations,
Dr. and Mrs. Copoland
Best wishes for tho future to
you and the College of
XSNCE I860 FROM BUGGIES TO BOOKMOBILES"--SHIMDLIUTHE GERSTENSLAGER COMPANY - WOOSTER, OHIO PHONE 262-201- 5 . ' : -
DESIGNERS AND MANUFACTURERS OF OUTSTANDING CUSTOM-BUIL- T TRUCK AND TRAILER-BODIE- S
- 4 . . . ;
Howard Foster Lowry
1944-196- 7
i - I , j,
i i
A- '-
Carlos Wishart
"Proxy"
; 1919-194- 4
--- 4 -- rfTV
J. Camboll Whito
1915-191- 9
? Ws
J.GarborDrushal 1967-197- 7
A V
Honry Copoland Octobor7, 1977- -
Louis Holdm- .1899-191- 5 .
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Willis Lord
1870-187- 3
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A.A.E. Taylor
1873-188- 3
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Sylvester Scovel
1883-189- 9
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by Dave Barberino - -
This weekend LCB is spon--;
soring an Alfred Hitchcock
festival. Hitchcock's suspenses-fille- d
films, r'fsycho", and"Frenzy", will be shown.
Alfred Hitchcock's first film
was made in 1925, during the
era of pre-sou- nd directors. Atthat time, a director developed :
his narrative art in terms of
images. From this era Hitch-
cock carried over the use of
the analytical approach tor
developing a film's plot -
This contrasted with most
modern directors' use of the
synthetic approach. Using the
synthetic, a director lets each
shot develop a logical progres-
sion with the following shots.
In other words the shots build
on each other. '
Meanwhile in analytic, ashot, presents .information
which must be held in suspen-
sion in one's mind,. until suc-
ceeding shots complete the
idea.
Studenis,
by Susie Estill
President Copeland ad-
dressed himself to students'
questions Wednesday, Sept
28, at the first program of the
Open Forum series. A large
number of students were pre-
sent for what was considered
a successful presentation.
There were a wide range of
questions asked, that covered
many issues of the President's
upcoming administration.
Such questions included: Do
you view your role as that of
a fund raiser, or are you a
planning to devote your time '
to improvement of attitudes
towards the arts?; '
Do you favor lower enroll-
ment with higher -- tuition, . or
increased enrollment with a
drop in tuition?; Which do you
feel is more important, social
or acedemic development?; at
What are your views on visita-
tion?
The answers given by Dr.
Copeland were quite candid
'and direct. On occasion, he
5Haw?y? aeeVcwVeba nkingjus i norm or ins campus onCleveland Rd. Offering Students
Every Modern Banking Service!
Checking Accounts
Savings Accounts
Safe Deposit Boxes! Travelers ChecksThree Drive-I- n Lanes
Master-Charg- e
Visa ,
Any Financial Advice
SOON: 24-Ho- ur Day and Night
Lobby
Mon.', Tues., Thurs., -9--2:30
Wed. & Sat. -9-- 12.-00
Friday - 9-5:-30
. .
"-
- i THE ' r,.
?a DDMME RD IALiI F.D.I.C DANKINO &iuweee
By using the analytical,
: Hitchcock makes his audience
'.think. One has to piece ideas
together. Thus, one is left
waiting or guessing about
what will happen. ' Suspense
- developes from this technique.
Hitchcock's mind . is. amaz--;
. ing. Before filming he creates
the film in his mind. Therefore,
he is naturally compatible with
the analytical approach be-
cause its emphasis is on the
visual, versus synthetic's de-
pendence on dialogue.
Sight has a more impres-
sionable effect on the way the
mind receives information
than sound. A person's or ob--"jecfs shape, size and propor-
tion to things are illustrated.
An economic result is a low
ratio of footage used to that
which is wasted, thus, saving
'-
-;money.
Nevertheless, Hitchcock
does not close his mind to the
synthetic approach. In the
opening expository scenes of
Copeland Make Open Forum
stated that his policy might not
be the popular one, but that it
had been reached with great
care and deliberation. . .
The response to . the an-
swers was mixed, but the
Open Forum- - concept was ber 11. Joel Gajardo will speakdeemed successful by all in : lo thet issue --of .y,lJ.ftrSxi" andattendance. The Speakers and personal invojvement in the -Topics Committee which. Chilean situation.
Shull Is C.O.W. Counselor
... by Christian Gelzer
The College of Wooster, has .staff psychologist. Dr. Betty
Shull. Dr. Shull started work-
ing here at the College in that
capacity in 1956, the . same
year as Dr. Startzman.
She spent the year prior to
that working full time at Apple
Creek. At the request of Dr.
Startzman she came -- to work
the College, and has been
here ever since.
While there are many on--,campus counselors, such as R.
A.'s, Meyers House and the'
ministers of Westminster
location?' 'V 3'
ronage at
and Faculty - ' '
. " -
Automatic Banking Machines.
Drive-I- n
8:30-9:3-0
8:30-12:-00
830-6:3- 0
- -
TRUST COMPANY
; "Psycho", he departs from his
norm, by using the synthetic.- .While every great director is
responsible to the commercial
aspects of his trade, he should
go beyond just making money,
by delivering a. valuable mes-
sage.- ' ''.' -.- - -'- -;- ;
Alfred Hitchcock fulfills
these goals' by being both ,
profound : and " entertaining. ;
Throughout all his films there .
is a theme of complacency. He
employs a situation of normal-
ity, for people cannot associ-
ate with bizarre settings.
The dull surface of reality is
used to emphasize the evil-- .
Exile to
r by Tracey Dils :
Joel Gajardo, a Chilean ex- -,
ile, will be visiting the Wooster
Campus during the week of
October 10. Dr. Gajardo, who
serves as a Presbyterian min--
sponsored the series, thanks
those who were present for I
making it a success, and hopes 'that everyone will coma to the
next Open Forum program In
Babcock next Tuesday, Octo--
Church, Mrs. Shull is the only 'one hired by the College to fill
the role of a' listenercounsel ;
alone. As pari , of the Health
Service for.- - the College, she S
has her "office", in the base-
ment of Hygeia. ". C ' -- t
A Springfield, Illinois native, ..
she went to Parle College of JMissouri. .. and . later r to theUniversity of Illinois where she
received a degree in Clinical
Psychology. In 1955 she and .
her husband, Gordon Shull,
came to Wooster as he had a
professorship in the Political
Science department here.
For the most part Dr. Shull
just listens , to the students
who come to see her for any of
various reasons. Some come,
just to talk to somebody'';
outside their age group, others" continued on page 17 . . ...
abnormality that lurks beneath
the surface.' Then for instance, when a
.'murder is" committed, in a
sanitary motel bathroom dur-
ing a shower, the intolerable' hostile raid of evil enters into
our own existence. One's own
humanism which insists that
people are good is shaken.
. Thus, Hitchcock insists on a
moral reckoning both for his
characters and audience. Inessence, he says one may
break the commendments, .
while paying the price in guilt.
Hitchcock's techniques are ;'.;
devious, but not dishonest. A
Excite Open Forum
ister on the World Council of
Churchesr was -- arrested .foll-
owing the military overthrow
of the Allende administration
in Chile, and has been in this
country - ever since. - He . is" currently the Associate Di-
rector of the Latin America
Policy Study Center at Cornell
University and holds a Ph. D.
from iPrincejon Theological
"Seminary. v r
Dr. Gajardo will be partici-
pating in the college conv'
munity in a number of ways.
He will be staying in Babcock
and is being officially hosted
by Westminister Church. Df.
Gajardo will be bringing with
him a film on the Latin
American situation which will
be shown in Babcock on Mon-
day night at 9 P.M. On
Tuesday evening. Dr. Gajardo
will be a 'participant in the
Lowry Center Board Open
Forum series, who, with. the
Visiting Physicist Will Speak
'This coming Monday, Octo-be- r
10, Slater House will bring --
their -- first guest speaker to
Wooster. Thomas A. - Fox, a
nuclear- - physicist from the
NASA Lewis Research Center
in Cleveland-,"- . will speak in'.';
Lowry Center fri room 119 at:'
8:00. The presentation will be 'informal-question- s. from stu- -
dents are welcome. .Mr. Fox
wishes to talk not only' about
his'work at NASA, but also
about careers in science for
future scientists. -- . ? ."Until 1973 : Mr. ' Fox' wasresponsible for operating the"
ABORTION
" "Hp Thru 14 Weeks
Safe and Gentle ; . . .
Akrbn's Most .Expefienced - y
Clinic . .
Moderate Fee. ADC Accepted
Persbrialized and Confidential
AKRON WOMEN'S CLINIC .J
; 513 W. Market St. ?i2-f'- .
Call Collect r-535-- 6178 f
comedy , of , manners'; exists
beneath . the - surface of the .melodrama in all his films. V
.'.;. Objects abound as visual
correlatives to the drama.ti.e.
the beseiged telephone booth
in 'The Birds" and the motel
shower in "Psycho") Plus,
Hitchcock as a director is able
to - transcend his sense of.
humor to the most distinctive
personalities.'; . .' .
; In . terms of one's own
existance," Hitchcock is saying
that.:; beneath one's facade,
.: there ; is potential for . evil. .
Maybe, it is our subconscious
; ability for evil, that draws us tosee his films in the first place.
co-sponsors- hip of the; Bab-
cock Programming Board, hasprepared a panel discussion on
the topic, "Latin America and
...Us". ' - ;
This discussion is slated to
: include several faculty mem-
bers, as well as a student, and
will speak to the issue of U. S.
. involvement in the Chilean
situation, and specifically will
concern what the college stu-de- nt
as a member of the, largerspectrum of the world, can. do.; to help ease the current Latin
. American problem. This pro-gram will be held in Babcock
mairi 'lounge at 9 ., P.M. On
- Wednesday; Dr.1 Gajardo will
present a convocation entitled,
"The Impossibility of Hitman
Rights Without Revolution in
Latin America.": - -
5 V It is hoped that the presence
of Joel Gajardo on the College
of Wooster Campus will spark
: student interest, in the crucial
Latin American situation.
' nuclear . research . reactor in
Cleveland. He now works in
the technology division where
;work is being done on the
perfection of the electric car.
1 Mr. Fox is currently a mem-
ber of the American .Nuclear
Society. His talk on Monday
promises to be interesting and
informative for science and
humanities students alike.
Slater-hous- e cordially invites
anyone interested to come to
Lowry 1 19 at 8:00 on Monday.
; Coors oh Strike
continued from page 17 -
Labor Day speech heard.
through the US.
; Coors ; is busy too. Thecompany announced to ' the
.press they are formulating a
-- massive publicity . campaign '
but would give no details. ..
Grace's Wine"
Shoppe. .
248 W.: North Street
- ' 262-58S- 6
FDA
Dt uavia weir
uaviu vvcii ia tunnel MdouuaUJ
kui ivi ui iiumny j iui 10. --. i I no" article was prepared with the'
help of a grant from the Fund --
For Investigative Journalism.
OCTOBER 3, . v o:The Food And Drug Admin- - .
istration has launched a wide-
spread investigation to deter
mine how much of the coffee
imported dv tnis country iscontaminated by cancer--'
causing pesticides. v
The action comes after Sen.
Gaylord Nelson (D-Wis- c.) re
: vealed in September that the
FDA has already found traces
; of six pesticides - in coffee
r I I x ' mtimpuimu uuni cuunines.Four of the pesticides are
hannorl in thie ruintr ovront
in emergencies, Because iney
animals. . , ; ' .
A top-lev-el memorandum,
dated Sept 9, to FDA district
directors at coffee ports
around the country says the
probe "has immediate priority
and should take precedence
over routinely scheduled oper-
ations."
The highest range of con-
tamination discovered was
from 0.05 parts-per-milli- on of --
BHC (Benzene Hexachloride),
a persistent toxin . found in
coffee from Brazil and the
Ivory Coast, a, tiny African
patioru Brazil the. largest,supplier of coffee to the U.S. ..
while the Ivory Coast ranks
; fourth.
Hooker Chemical and Plas-
tic Corporation stopped U.S.
sales of BHC in 1976 after its
scientists found evidence that
the compound is carcinogenic
However, the company has
continued producing BHC for
export to Brazil and other
countries. , .
. 39 have BHC
' Fnuirnnmontal Prntartinn
.Agency data indicate that 99
per cent of the U.S. population
already have detectable levels
of RHn in their tisene
, The FDA memorandum
.admits that the agency has"little information" about
pesticide residues in the $3
billion worth of coffee beans
imported annually. During the
three-and-a-ha-lf years ending
ined only 19 samples of
imported coffee beans from 12
countries.
"We are very limited in what
inn vnn In hAf9iiea lain hauoTTQ Wdll VIW WWW IW7limited reemirrps for this
work", says Frank Thompson,
Jr., director of the agency's
Division of Compliance, which
is responsible for monitoring
all food imports for pesticide
residues. -
Of the 19 samples tested. 12
BEST WISHES TO
DR. COPELAND
from" Wifzl
Dry Cleaning .
Buckay and North Sti.
showed some level of pesti-
cide contamination. Three of
the samples showed only trace
amounts, but nine registered
measurable levels of one or --
more pesticides.
' Thompson says that FDA
records indicate that none of
the contaminated coffee was --
withheld from the market,
although technically any resi-
dues found made sales illegal,
since the agency has estab-
lished no tolerances (or allow-
able levels) of pesticides for
coffee.
"But these residues are
simply not high enough to
worry about," says Charles
Jellinek, program manager for '
the FDA's current field investi-
gation.
Other experts, however, are
more cautious.
"The problem is that so little
is known about the signif-
icance of pesticide residues in
food products," says Sandra
Strassman of the Environ-
mental Protection Agency's
Ecological Monitoring Branch.
"We dont know how much is --
absorbed by the body and how
much passes through."
Since human cancers can
take up to 30 years to develop, --
scientists do not -- yet know
what the long-ter- m effect of
the pesticide residues in peo-
ple will be.
fTr-iuri- D Even in milk vi bre
Meanwhile, as University of
California biochemist Dr.
Bruce Ames, a prominant --
cacer authority, points out,
'These pesticides are accumu
lating in everyone's body fat
and in mother's milk at apprec-
iable levels. Every little bit
hurts."
BHC or its compound Lin-
dane were detected in five of
the FDA's coffee samples," and
DDT which was banned in
1973, . was found in seven
samples. Another pesticide
found in two of the samples
was Malathion, a less persist-
ent but extremely toxic pesti-
cide which was responsible for
at least three deaths in Pakis-tan last year in a U.S.-sponsor- ed
malaria eradication
program.
The FDA's admission that it
has found pesticide residues in
imported coffee reverses
statements made by agency
officials to Pacific News Ser-
vice (PNS) earlier this year.
Richard Klug, Assistant for
Import Operations of theFDA's Division of Compliance,
told PNS that no pesticide
residues had been found in
coffee "at least since July 1,
1974." Contacted recently,
"Klug explained, "We subse-quent did a more extensive
search for Senator Nelson and
discovered the 19 samples
with residues."
'
-
FDA won't tell x
The FDA has not yet re-
vealed which countries, be-
sides Brazil and the Ivory
Coast, were responsible forshipping the contaminated
coffee.
U.S. Department of Agricul-
ture cables obtained by PNS,
however, provide some clues
about which pesticides are
being used where. U.S. Em-
bassy officials in Peru and
Guatemala reported in May of
this year that BHC was being
used on coffee grown in thosetwo countries. In addition, the
U.S. Embassy in Mexico re-ported that Malathion wasbeing used on coffee there.
Other pesticides which are
banned in the U.S., including
Aldrin, Dieldrin Heptachlor
.and Chlordane, are routinely
used by Colombian coffee
growers for that country'shoge'exp6rt crop, according to
the Colombian Committee for
Environmental Information in
Bogota. "
Furthermore, a special study
team sent to Brazil by the U.S.
Agency for International De-
velopment (AID) revealed as
far back as 1972 that "large
amounts of BHC (were) ap-
plied on coffee" in that --
country.
Can still export
A little noticed loophole in
the Federal Insecticide, Fungi-
cide and Rodenticide Act
allows U.S. companies to con-
tinue producing outlawed
pesticides for export Accord-
ingly, dozens of, pesticides,
including all those found by
the FDA in the imported
coffee samples, are being pro-
duced in the U.S. for use in
Third World countries where
regulations are weak and rare-
ly enforced. Among those
countries are the ten biggest
suppliers of coffee for the U.S.
market
Relax some evening with a
Litre of wine, a game of
Backgammon, and a friend.
Gfimes
PRINTS LTD.
We have Backgammon
the rest is up to you.
Open at 10:00 Mon.-Sa- t.
Phone 216264-835- 1 215 E. Liberty St., Wooster, Ohio
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mcssm house pizza
"The Pizza with the Big Secret!
Made to Order - Chese, Pepperoni. Sausage.Mushroom, Anchovies, Peppers, Onions
Unbaked pizza to go
Also Serving Italian - American Foods
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Here's a look at Wooster in 1900 From loft. Old Main, tho Art
Library' now stands
byBarbShelli
Seniors who will soon begraduating should know thatsurveys on the . employment
outlook are fairly good for the
months of October, - Novem-
ber, and December with no
slowdown in sight for hiring.
The survey results, taken
from Manpower, Inc., indicate
that businessmen expect hir-
ing activity to continue at a
steady pace during the final
quarter of the year. .
One third of the employers
surveyed predict additional hir-
ing. This is equal to the hiringprojections reported in a
similar Manpower . survey,
taken last June. However,some weakness does appear
this quarter with nine percent
r
-- "c
of the employers projecting
cutbacks in hiring between
now and the close of 1977. -
For the rest of the year, 50
percent of those surveyed
anticipate no change in their
employment levels and forty-on- e
percent anticipate an
increase.
As was expected, thestrongest hiring projection 'came in the Wholesale and
Retail Trade sector where 41
percent - of those who re-
sponded indicated they would
increase hiring levels.' The
Wholesale and Retail Trade
sector accounts for 22 percent
of the country's non-agricultu- ral
employment
N. E. hiring down
Regionally, hiring expecta--
-- 3--
1 O .'
Reading for Inaugural Woolc
Peter Gay
The Enlightenment ., .Vol. I $1500
Vol. II $12.95
Weimar Culture ; .......$ 3.50
Age of Enlightenment $ 9.32
Styfe in History... ......$ 3.95
John Kemeny
A Philosopher Looks at Science $ 6.50 -
Denise Levertov
O Taste and See . ... ..$ 2.75
The Freeing of the Dust 4 ........$ 2.25
Footprints $ 2-2- 5
Re-Learni- ng the Alphabet.. $ 2.9S
Edward Fox
History in Geographic
Perspective: The Other France.... ..'.$ 2.45
1
u 0 LJfj
Center, Hoover ' Cottage now a parking lot, and the Observatory where the
IPireaSctted
tions in the Northeast continueto lag behind national figures.
The hiring pace in the durable
goods manufacturing sector is
most likely going to continue
asr is the pace in the non-
durable goods sector. Surpris-
ingly, hiring expectations in
the construction industry are
stronger than not only those of
the nation overall, but also
than those of every other'
region of the country.
More optimism appears to-exi- st
in the Wholesale - and
Retail Trade sector than it did
a year ago at this time. The
significant growth in the num-
ber of public agencies hiring as
noted last quarter appears tobe slowing down considerably.
In the Midwest, approxi- -
FLORENCE O. WILSON DOOKSTORE
LowryContor
Mb
mately 31 percent of those
employers surveyed ' forecast
additional hiring between now
and the end of 1977. However,
another 10 percent forecast a
decrease in the employment of
their respective companies.
This is the highest among the
four geographic regions. The
proportions of employers pre-
dicting more hiring in this
region's non-durab- le goods
manufacturing, Wholesale and
Retail .Trade, finance, insur-
ance and real estate;, sectors
are higher than their respective
national counterparts.
South rises again
The expectations in the
South for hiring are signifi-
cantly higher than those of the
regional sample. Every indus--
.3
trial sector's hiring plans ex-
ceed those of the national
sample. Manpower reports
that more durable goods
manufacturers " are likely to
increase their employment
during the next three months
than last quarter.
As for the West, hiring plans
in the public and private
education as well as the public
administration sectors exceed
those for.the nation. With 42
percent of the public admin-
istration "'agencies', surveyed
expecting increased hiring, the
pace for this sector appears to
be picking up.
The overall picture for
employment for the remainder"'of 1977 looks good. '
Threads Liberated
150 North Walnut St.
Cord's Flares
Big-Bel- ls
Only $12.00
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Edward Julius, 1977 Collegiate CW77
40 "L'etat. c'est
1 Jack of nurjery. 41 Sample TV show- rhyme . '43 Burl
6 Food with lox .".44 VP Aaron, and
IT River adjacent to familyRutgers College 46 Emperor or pianist
13 Branch of the 47 Tennis call , --military, v 48 Bothers -
15 Mouthlike opening-5-0 Was victorious -
16 City In Texas 51 Chicago newspaper
17. Sweet potato - 53 Following closely,
18 Whirled around on - behindone foot
20 Hire measure
21 Actor..John
23 Cabs
24 German port
25 Paint substance
27 mother
- 55 Certain Asians
56 Bitter conflicts
'. 57 Hinder
58 Passover dinner
DOWN
28 Smallbrown blrds,, Former0Ita,iaA
29 Capital of Iran " i president
31 Part of the body . 2 Man or monkey
32 No one specified(abbr.) .33 Movie sci-- fi V.thriller
-- 34"" -- section, in
math
36 Defeat soundly.
39 South Pacific-.- :
- kingdom
3 Hilly region of
Morocco -
4 On one's toes
5 Unspoken, but
understood
6 " 1n Arms"
7 Like the Gobi
8 Hodges of baseball9 Foes
T3
10 Permissive v
11 Kingly
12 From Carson City13'Momingr1n
:. Marseilles
14 Olsposes-o- f 1 ;
19 Draft animals
22 Puts up a picture
again
24 Soviet government
26 City in Ohio
28 Young animal -
30 Mythical bird ,
31 Guevara V
33 Desires, as for
knowledge
34 wagon
35 Former
36 Angry
37 Shad-li- ke fish
--38 Profession ofTV's""QuincyV -
39 Slopes
40 Backless slippers
42 Ice device
44 Mistake
45 Data, for short
48 Trumpet attachment
49 "Your majesty"
52 Unit of computer
Information
54 Jar part : ... 7
Shull is C.6.W. Counselor
continued from pag 14
have trouble adjusting to their,
roommate (!) and she is the
last resort She sees an aver-
age of 100 students a year;
some only once, others on a
regular basis. All conversa-
tions, are completely confiden
tial. . '.
In addition to counseling,
she helps in the R.A. training .
program, lectures occasionally "
in classes and for the last.v
couple of years, has spoken to
the incoming freshman class-
es. ':-r- ;; ' . - - - .'
HOLD IT!
VU'K , Need A Race To Stash Your Cash?
We feature:: . ' '
Safe Deposit Boxes ; ; , , 'Insured Savings - ' - .
Any Savings Account Over $25 Pays Interest From nDay In To Day
Out " - -- : '; '
Free Traveler's Checks With College I.D. .
-- . : .v .:: --- Check us out today!
:
.
First; r; :
135 E. Liberty
264-800- 1
Federal
1812 Cleveland Road
264-781- 2
.' (CPS) "Do you smoke mari-
juana?" v. -.- -
"Are you or have you ever
been a member of the Com-
munist Party?" '.'Have you ever committeda felony for which you were
not detected?"
These are . a sample ofquestions . asked " potential
employees at Adolph Coors
brewery in Golden, Colorado.
Several years ago Coors em--
: ployers asked if the job appli- -
- cant Z was 'homosexual. Ifs
difficult to lie rf one believes '
the answers are none of Coors '
business because . they are
, asked while the applicants are' strapped to a lie detector.
' The use of polygraphs (lie
.", detector machines) is only one
issure of the five month old
strike at Coors. Strikers of
Brewery Workers Local 366
(AFL-CI-O) point-t- o the poly-gra- ph
and other issues when
. ' explaining their strike is not for
- better salaries or longer vaca-- :
tions but for human dignity
and the right to have a union
which they believe Coors, is
trying to break. Indeed, many ,
. strikers believe Coors came to
. the bargaining table last winter
with contract language . that .
would have , Jost the, 1 500
member union gains that took
20 years to win, in order to"
precipitate a crisis among un--
f ii ion membership, - S '- Five months ago it looked
like Coors would win.When
r r 'i i?;is.tvttVitl
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the union voted to strike,
Coors bypassed the union
administration and through a
phone and letter '-- campaign
promised workers they would
not be penalized if they re--,
turned ; to . work - (returning
workers did lose seniority) and
that they would be fired if they
did not return to work by a set
date which is illegal.
The union is now down to
500 members. Many strikers
were scared into returning to
work but even more had to
find.full and part-tim- e employ-
ment elsewhere. .
Since the . strike began in
April momentum has steadily
increased. Coors biggest out-
let, California, saw a sales drop
of 25 percent in-Jun-e and July.
Budweiser took over Coors
first place status as the beer
beerdrinkers drink most (docu-
mented by. the independent
Brewers Association). Support
for a Coors beer boycott in the
13 - states : selling Coors has
been exceptional. Beer drink-
ers have rallied to the union's
cause over the issues of
human dignity.
One of the main issues is
unrestricted use of polygraph
tests. While many workers
would like to see Coors get rid
of pre-employm- ent polygraph
tests, their chief concern is
Coor s demand to put a clause
allowing use of the test at the
company's discretion Into the
new contract If a worker
refuses, he or she - will be
terminated from employment
The union feels unrestrictiveuse of the test will hurt
workers morale and that Coors
is trying to control its workers
by weeding out those who
stand up for their rights.
Coors officials say the test
will be administered only when
there is evidence of - willful
neglect on the part of the
workers. "Too vague" says
the union. -
Coors firing policy is an
additional problem. There are
22 reasons for immediate dis-
charge and 24 reasons for
progressive discharge (enough '
marks against the workers to
fire them) Any employee al-
leged to have made dispar-
aging remarks about the com-
pany or its product or for any
works or deeds which would
discourage any person from
drinking Coors beer is enoughcause for Coors to discharge
an employee. Committing any
acts that might "offend the
common decency of the com-
munity," is another.
. Meanwhile, picketing con-
tinues at . : the brewery by
strikers living on $25.00 a
week, paid by the AFL-CI- O
and fund-raisin- g efforts by
support coalitions of politicalgroups, other unions and stu-
dents. George Meany, presi-
dent . of - the AFL-CI- O de--.
nounced Coors in his' annual
continued on pag 14
MAXWELL'S (ALL FAMILY) STEAKC0USE
.Opmm 7 days 1 1 asm pjmn Mtot. tlN 10 pjot. Pw S45-M- 1 1
; RT.3, NOicTH OF WOOSTER
ENTRCtl - --
My father, Jess L. Maxwell, was in food ser-
vice for over 55 years. In his honor we haw
retained one of his dinner specialities.
MA OH OH - "
immid ONlm Ssrvad kiiWKlmimimiwibiMt
lo tka m or tor oaotot your owo.
tMASVOI
MAXWELL'S St
US. Clules Urtatn i
ssaaad graan salad i
Larga Of ohrimpl
ti.o
UMr taU MMfnW-- f pvMIn and (Ma strleMt iimIwtttit LOa-STEE- R 4tmr tm ranwrntor. SanM with toman'bvNar.kaM potato and chateolsata4. . T.es
INCH THICK SIMOIN
U.S. Chaica UrWii aanwd mrlMi bated potato or Franc trtn.
arnad araon oaladawd wjaitad Miami broad. sa.es
War Oow Soutt Th Call ItOAHAM STIAK (evvfythliio) steeii)
Tandar cubn at USOA chotca tkiotn, Cull hrlmp. tomatoo.
nniani. baN aappors. alnaaapla. nntiad mmnraoms. fowiy
taamad In buttar. tarvod wtth bakad potato, salad and
" M ":'- - ss.es .
ULST MtOWON .
Sawan oanco Wot. Sarvad wttti bohad potato. oroon
fO.t
S.7S
I potato or Franc
to brood. Voootoy
sa.es
HaviaD A Mrttsdayt Wa at Maxwelr's weM
r MrlMay caaa wlfll a i
MI AND MoT -
Our cambmatlon ol Maxwall't Family Staak and tandar but-tartl- y
anrtanp Sarvod with bakad pototo or Francti trto.
toil a araontalad and toatodiam broad. IUSCiNTEC CUT MAM STEAK
Canorom cantar cut. ianad wttn bakad potato or Francti
Irlao. touod groan salad and toastad aasama brod. S1.43
COUMTVT CHICKEN MHHEK
Oaldsw piaca at country triad cMcfcon. sarvod nti bakad
potato or French trios, touod oraan salad and loottod
sosama broad. S2.29
FILfT OF FISH
Ooop triad to ooMan gaadwsn. Ssrvad wtth Francti trlas or
bakad potato, coto slaw or touod groan salad and toastad
sosamo broad. S1.SS
MAXWELL'S AMKVT STEAK
Our family ttaok, cookod to oroor. torvod orttti oakod pototo
or Fronch trlas. touod groan salad and toostod sssama
broad.
. ai.CMOfffO SIRLOIN STIAK DINNER
Fraparad to your Uklng. Isrvad with bakad potato or Francti
trios, tons graan salad and tasitad saso-i-a broad. Sle--""" FAMILY NIOHTS
MONDAY NtOHT 4aM SVJnv OsOO pjm.
TUBSOAT MKHfT S0O iiss. .
Chtckan Dlnnor AH yaw can oat ,
WEDNESDAY NSttHT 4BS) v
Fllot ot Fish All yow can ool ....
FAMILY NIGHTS INCLUDE: fa
ooooooooooooooLUNCH MONDAY TH
FH1T Of FISH DdNNfR
Ssrvad wtth Fronch trios, tartar sou
i fa there
I SUNDAY
9J9
i'i
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Indians
(CPS)Brandishing a recent
GAO report, US Indians are
crying genocide. The official
accusation will occur at this-year'- s
Geneva Conference,
approximately five years after
a young Indian woman walked
into Dr. Connie Uri's office and
requested a womb transplant.
Explaining that she'd fallen
in love, planned to marry and
wanted children, the woman
asked Dr. Uri to reverse a
hysterectomy performed when
she was 20. Hysterectomies
are irreversible.
Disturbed , because "there
was no good reason to per-
form a complete hysterectomyon an 20 year old woman". Dr.
Uri began a quiet investigation
into the policies and practices
of the Indian Health Services
(lHSi. She discovered that a
possible 25 percent of all
Indian woman with child-beari- ng
capabilities have been
sterilized. The finality of ster
Imprint Your Christmas Cards
This Year!
Select your favorite design from our wide, .
colorful collection ofHallmark Christmas
cards. Well imprint each card with your
name using your choice of red, green or gold.
Also select from our many
Christmas card albums
GIFT
143 C.
C AS I CCAL1, THAT JX SALP UV OVE TVCttC 3
Are lllegaily
ilization was not explained.
Women were coerced with
loss of welfare, benefits,
threatened adoption of child-
ren and the subtle power to
persuade vested in the title'
"doctor."
The GAO report confirmed
Uri's findings: within a three
year period the IHS --bad steri-
lized 3,406 women.
Sterilization is the most
dramatic but not - the only
charge. Documentation will be
presented showing:.
a life expectancy of approxi-
mately 45 years as opposed to
71 for whites
an infant mortality rate 31
percent higher than the na-
tional average
a population 16 what it was'when Columbus landed
a high incidence of rare
diseases like trachoma, TB, .
gastronitis and otitis media, a
rare ear disease
But statistics don't change
CARD A
SHOPPE
Ltovftv
When you care enough to send the very best
& 1977 HaHmarfc Cants. Inc.
-- 6CTTtH DEAD YT TO MAIN. Y
ilized
attitudes. Indian leaders are
skeptical the conference will
have any impact upon US
policy.
While genocide will un-
doubtedly generate the hottest
media hype, sovereignty is the
real question at Geneva. What
rights, the Indians ask, can a
conquered people exercise
over their former lands and
selves. Existing US law rele-
gate most Indian claims to a
legal limbo. The best that
could happen at Geneva is the
elevation of the Indian "na-
tion" to the official status of
NATION. Then they would fall
under the jurisdiction of inter-
national law, which the Indians
view as far more sympathetic
than the US variety.
; What does the Iris think of;
all this ? CPS spoke to DrJim
Felsen, the --man the IHS has
targeted to handle such sensi-
tive probes. Felsen argues that
the problem is one of arithme-
tic, not genocide. "Where are
their figures?", Felsen. asks.
"Tribes call up and say they
are going to sue the IHS, but
ihey never show me any
figures." '
.-
- In answer to the charges
that women were coerced into -
WOULD X SURVWC
THE. FAU. F5UW
THAT WINDOW?
f KIT KXJfc BOOK I t-l- OV
accepting sterilization, Felsen
insists that there are "only one
or two' docs out there who
want to play God. The majority
are only concerned with kids
growing up healthy, with red
cheeks."
Gold Toenails?
CHICAGO, III. - Thar's gold
in them thar toenails.
Yep, those things at the tips
of your feet, contain that
precious metal and Loyola
University of Chicago wantsyou to send them yours so
they can find out how the gold
gets there.
But don't send them justyet Carl Moore, chairperson
of Loyola's chemistry depart-
ment, asks that people inter-- t
ested in donating -t-heir-toenail
clippings ' write to him first
Moore will send the person a
questionaire so he can get
information on age, sex,, and
health status.
And make sure vou get the
address straight There are
several Loyola Universities in
the United States and Moore
has already gotten compaints
from some who have been
sent the toenail clippings by
, mistake. "
Best Wishes
for thev continuing
- - . Success
" '' ' .
-- . of -- "The College ofWoosterthe V
v Presidency- S from
Whiflaker MyersInsurance
741 Winkler Drive. P.O. Box 776. 345-500- 0
umtv rnccMuoiiecc
Gr.Gantfs
WASHINGTON, D.C. - The
National Research Council will ;
again advise the National
Science Foundation " in the
selection of candidates for the
Foundation's" program,; of
Graduate Fellowships. Panels
of eminent scientists and en-
gineers appointed by the Na- -.
tional Research Council ..will
evaluate qualifications of ap-
plicants. Final selection of
Fellows will be made by the "
. Foundation, with awards to be
announced in March 1978..
Initial NSF Graduate Fellow---
ship awards are intended for
students at or near the begin-
ning of their graduate study.
. Eligibility is limited to those
individuals who, as of the time
of application, have not com--,pleted postbaccalaureate
study in excess of 18 quarter
hours or 12 semester hours, or
-- equivalent Subject to the
availability of funds, new fel-lowships awarded in the ,
Spring of 1978 will be for
periods of three years, the .
-- second and third years contin-
gent on certification to the
Foundation by the fellowship
institution of student's satis-
factory progress .toward an
. advanced degree in science.
These fellowships will be
awarded for study or work
leading to master's or doctoral
degrees frf the mathematical,
physical, medical, biological,
engineering, and social scien-,'-ce- s,
and in the history and
philosophy of science. Awards
will not be made in climical, '
education, or business fields,
in history or social work, for
work leading to medical, den-
tal, law, or public health
degrees, or for study in joint
science-profession- al degree .
programs. Applicants must be
citizens of the United States,
and will be judged on the basis,
of ability. The annual stipend
for Graduate Fellows will be"
$3,900 for a . twelve-mont- h
tenure with no dependency
allowances. . ;'Applicants will be required
to take the Graduate Record
Examinations designed to test .
aptitude and scientific a-chieve- ment.
The examina-
tions for NSF Graduate Fel-
lowships is December. 1, 1977.
Further information and appli- -
cation materials may be ob-
tained from the Fellowship
Office, National Research
Council, 2101 Constitution
Avenue, Washington, D.C.
Decorate your room with unusual, healthy indoor plants. Buy
them at the Bookstore, or stop by the greenhouse for a larger
selection.,
" "-2- 64-5768 .' :
-- located five blocks south of Wishart Hall
438 N. Bever Street , , .
' ' - ii,aoQoooeooooooBDOcaoocsaooeasoeooooocoocgeaacseoj- -
AAust Surmount Mount
M "tl 111.11. . -- . .' ; .: Dill WOlie
r ' O.K. fans, ifs time for a
and has outscored all op--
ponents by a collective total of
78-9- ? Unless you belong to an
tka 1G"T"7 AAAetar Cinht- -'
; 'ing Scot footbaU team is the
proud owner : of the above .
qualifications. fAlmwt oil ha han rrtcoc
thus far for coach Hollman's
squad, which is well on its way
towards compiling what mayv
be the " best record - for ar
Fighting Scot grid team since
the 8--1 posted in 1970.
- In case you've been hiberna
-- inn rorontlu anrl Hirln't rfltr.h
" the news, last Saturday, the
Scots roled over Hiram by a
beautiful way to ruin the day
Tor a nomecuming truwu,
Week's Sport Schedule: X
AM
such as it was (only 700"spectators). .. ' :
In the first two games of the
season, Wooster had to over-
come the statistics in beating
DPauw and Kehyon. In'both
of those contests, the Scots
gained less yardage, and
.chalked up fewer first downs
Football (3-- 0) vs. Mount Union away Oct. 8, Sat. v
Soccer (4--2) vs. West Virginia away Oct 9, Sun. and Ohio State
away Oct 12, Wed.
Cross Country (2-- 1) vs. Muskingum away Oct. 7, Fri. and
Baldwin-Wallac- e away Oct. 12, Wed.
Field Hockey (3-- 1) vs. Denison home Oct 12, Wed.
Women's Swimming vs. Ohio Wesleyan away Oct 8, Sat and
Wittenberg away Oct 12, Wed. '
Women's Volleyball (3-- 0) vs. Bowling Green, Kent and Miami
away Oct 8, Sat and Ohio Dominican away Oct 13, Thur.
Scot SWim Team Optimistic For Season
by Nancy K. Reeves ..
With a strong 9-- 1 record and
: second place rank in the
Denison Imutationals last year,
the Wooster women's swim
team is looking forward to
their fifth season of excellent
Varsity performance.
Ohio Wesleyan will host the
Scotties in their first meet of
the season tomorrow, Satur-
day, October 8, in what Coach
. Nan Nichols- - reports will be ar
"a good opened' for the team.
Although Ohio Wesleyan has
never beaten -- the Wooster
' Scotties, Coach Nichols ex-
pects ;them to "push" the
women in this meet 'v
.
v With eight returning letter
winners, the team is "not
hurtinrt" for talent PUPn with
the graduation of a strong
group of seniors last Spring.
Returning letter holders in
diving include senior. Manna
McGrew and sophomores
Joanna Scheffler and Carrie
Keegan. Sophomores Melissa
Shaffer (distance freestyle),
K. C. Clark (backstroke), along
with juior Susan White (I.M.
' m a a awWAITRESS
Corg Mullar
and fly) complete the list of
returning letter holders from
last season. -- ' "
Returning record holders in-
clude K.C. Clark (200 yard
medley relay, 50-y-d. back-
stroke, and 100-y-d. back-
stroke), Brenda Luger (200-y- d
medley relay, ; 100-y-d. back-
stroke, 200-y- d. free relay), and
Marina McGrew (1-me- ter div-
ing). .
Juniors Susan White and
Lynda Jolie were chosen . as .
team captains. ".v..Team support for this year
comes from senior freestyler
Cecily Sprouse who lettered in
swimming her freshman ,year,
breaststrokers Lynda Jolly
(junior), Pat Jolie(junior), and
Lisa LeRoy (sophomore), and'
freshmen Marty Patterson (fly
and I.M.) and Ann Fischer
(freestyle). '
Rounding off the team are
returning junionrCyndi Raftus,
Janet McClintocK, and senior
Betsy Scott New to the teamare senior Winnie Heintz,
junior Mary Wolfe, sophomore
Kris Grubaugh, and freshmen
WANTED
Apply in Person 2-- 5
Part Time - Days "or Nights
- See Mr, Maxwell
MAXWELL'S FAMILY STEAK HOUSE
' than - their opponents. Ob-pious- ly,
the fact that Wooster
won both games is a real
head-scratch- er to mathema-tician- s.
Credit the first two'
. .wins to determination.
: . However, the stats did not
lie on Saturday against the-.v- .
Hiram Terriers. The Scot of--:
fense was in high gear and
more than made up for its
; previous sluggishness, piling
. up a school record 510 total' yards. Enroute to their massive
.yardage pileup' the Scots ran
86 plays (another club record)
and racked up 20 first downs.
Ironically, the two broken
records were previously set
during a game 11 years ago
against --- you guessed it,
Hiram. Defensively, the Scots
were superb, yeilding only six
first downs and 75 total yards
to the Terriers. r
The most encouraging as--.
pect of the game had to be the
I vastly improved passing at
tack. ' Against Kenyon,
Wooster did not complete a
single pass. Coach Hoilman
said things would change, and
they certainly did. - Led by
freshman Tim Raffel and
George Muller, the Scots
burned the Terrier secondary
for 242 aerial yards, including
Cindy Fort and Ellen Hicks.
After tomorrow's opener at
Ohio Wesleyan, the Scotties
will travel to' Wittenberg on
Wednesday, before taking on
Kenyon, one of their strongest
rivals of the season at their
first home meet Saturday,
October 15.
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ie Yer irSerCcispyGridders
touchdown bombs of 61 and
52 yards. Just like H oilman
said: "We do have people who
can throw the ball."
Tim Raffel
There was one bleak note in
the - game, . unfortunately.
Freshman Ron Lingenfelter,
the teanVs leading rusher,
suffered a hip injury which
might keep him from playing
against Mount Union tomor-
row. It won't be known until
game time whether or not he
will be available.
This game' should be a
better matchup than last
week's laugher. Mount Union
is fresh off a 19-1- 4 win over
Grove City, and last season the
Purple Raiders beat Wooster
Ahead
Of this year's team of 22
women. Coach Nichols says
optimistically "the re working
hard and have a good atti-
tude". But come and see for
yourself. The Scotties will host
Kenyon next Saturday at the
College of Wooster pool be
ginning at 11:00 a.m.
- it7
We congratulate The
College ofWooster on
the occasion of the
inauguration of its
Ninth President
7--3 while winning seven out of
ten games. The game is of
special significance because
Mount Union is the first OAC
Blue Division foe on Wooster' s
schedule.
On offense, the Raiders
feature Frank Mayle at quar-
terback,, who is an excellent
runner and adequate passer.
His favorite target is senior
split end Ralph Burton, who
missed last season due to an
injury. Juniors Ken Wilcox and
Greg Golding handle the ball-carryi- ng
chores, while center
Bill Mosholderand tackle Mike
Gutowski anchor the offensive
line. The defensive line is led
by ends Jeff Teece (6-- 3, 210)
and Eric Yonkee (6-2,18- 5),
both sophomores, and tackle
Bill White (6-- 4, 215). Senior
Bill Sumser- - and sophomore
Joe Toth, who intercepted five
passes last year, bolster a fine
defensive secondary.
A win over Mount Union
would be most welcome, be-
cause following tomorrow's
contest the schedule calls for
meetings with traditional pow-
erhouses Muskingum and Wit-
tenberg. And besides; 4-- 0
looks a whole lot nifier than
3-- 11
JuNeph E-Lcv-ine pm
ABRIDGE
TOO FAR
ftarrinf bn tpttfltoobcfll oftfoODirk ItagardcJames CaanMichael CaincScanConncry
Edward FaxElliott GouldGencHackmanAntlHmy Hopkins
Hardy KinderLaurence OlivierRyan O'Neal
Robert RcdfordMaximilian SchcllIiv UUinann
From ttw book by
CM-ndi- u Ryan
fohn AddiaonBoroonpmy byWilliam Goldman
Produced bJoseph E-Lev-ine
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by Dave Koppenhaver
The Scot soccer squad re-
versed the fortunes of their
" mishap-fille- d day Saturday
with a 1- -0 victory over Ohio
University.
The final score appeared to
be the only thing that went
right for the Scots. The game
started off on the wrong foot
with bad weather, and steady
downpour of rain left the field
very slick and muddy.
The officials encountered
car troubles and arrived 20
minutes late to the game, and
then seemed, determinded to
stretch play out even further
calling foul upon foul, often
away from the mainstream of
play. 30 were called on the --
Bobcats and 19 on Wooster.
Finally, play on both sides
was sub-pa- r. The Scots --had
half a dozen chances to break
play wide open, but could
never capitalize. Indicative of
their luck was one first-ha- lf
exchange, in which Wooster
booters sent successive shots
off a Bobcat fullback, the
goalpost, and the goalie, all
within five seconds.
It was, in head coach Bob
Nye's words, "the kind of
game."
Wooster's All-Oh-io scoring
sensation. Key Akintunde,
provided the Scots'- - savinggrace at 29:25 of the first half.
Key took a pass on the right
side, sped past one defender
and lined a grass skimmer into
the left-han- d corner, just graz-ing the post It was his seventh
.goal in four games this fall.
ki The Scots now hit the road
'for a pair of very big games.
West Virginia and Ohio State,
' both highly-toute- d, provide
"the challenge.
L 1
ESP
ft ' sJyt2?''.
Doug Goodwin's defense helpedCross Counflry -Victorious In
by JimWilkins
The College of Wooster.
cross country team registered
its second impressive dual
meet victory of the season
Saturday, defeating Oberlin
College 20-3-9 at Oberlin.
The '. Scots went into the
meet expecting victory, but
after the first mile of the five
mile race, coach Jim Bean was
P.S. --
Sweetest
Day
October 22
Shop
Now !
Undo Ceb's tsylna:
1. " Remember her with a
stained glass gift.'
2. Complete your outfit with our
selection of jewelry.'
3. Engrave in pewter for that
personal touch.
jL I
shut out Ohio University, 1- -0
not so certain. . i '" -Using the same' tactic thathad ' produced their victory
over Kenyon earlier- - in. - the .
week, the Scots ran the' first
mile in a tightly knit group. The
thing that worried. Bean was
that all ten of Oberlin's runners
were ahead of the Scots' pack. '
However, the strategy paid
off nicely as the"' Wooster
harriers conserved themselves
over the early part of the race
and one by one surpassed the
fading Oberlin runners. - . - ,!
WinSixofEght
The end result was thaf
CITY MEWS
Congratulations
arid '
GoodLuck
in
Years
photo by Mark: Snvdr
.Wooster captured six of the
top eight spots, led by senior
co-capta- in Bill Reedy who
finished in ;- - 26:57. It wasReeds second consecutive
dual meet triumph.
The Wooster trio of "seniorJoe Williams, "freshman Andy
Day and sophomore John
Carwile finished third, fourth
and . fifth' respectively, but --
more " importantly, they were .
within 18 seconds of each"
other. '
' ,Bean " noted, "Having run- -'
ners of '. such ' equal abilityenables them to help each
Ahead
Gome visit lis at ourNew Location at
1 35 South AAdrlcot'
Meei
other throughout the race and
makes them all work harder."
Perhaps the most encourag-
ing aspect of the meet was the
return to action of sophomore
Jeff Kirk who was of one. of
the team's - top runners lastyear but has been hampered ;
this year by a sore achilles
tenden. '- - .:-'- ;
Despite missing a great deal
of . training - because of . his
injury Kirk still managed
seventh place finish to round
out Wooster's top five. Soph-
omore. Dave Sanders ran a
personal best --4 of 28:56 infinishing eighth.
:-
- Bean commented, "I was
pleased with our overall show-
ing. Running together is hav-
ing good consequences and
helps us set a tempo that is
best for us." ;
- "1 was also . pleased thateveryone on the team was able
to compete. We've succeeded .
in creating enough interest in '
women's cross country so that '
continued on pago 22 ' '
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This
TheTI-57-.
Its self-teachi-ng
system gets you
programming
' "fast.
nto Programming , Tl Programmable 57. The powerfulsuperslide rule calculator you can program
right, from the keyboard. Comes with an easy-to-follo- w,
self-teachi- ng learning guide over
200 pages ofMnrwmrltamples. Quickly! learn thealug of making re-petitive calculations at the touch of a key.
Recall entire instruction' sequences. Display
intermediate results at any point in a calcula-
tion. Eight multi-us- e memories provide ad
recall data.. Program memory
stores up to 150 keystrokes (50 program steps). Editing too:
Singlestep. Backstep. Insert or delete at
any point in a program. Also a powerful $YO95slide rule calculator with logs, trig func
tions and advanced statistics routines.
.
is tee
Ja !!
it - M m
Is .- Hi ! i
I! . i li' II -
dressable locations to store and
7The TI-5- 8 and TI-5- 9 combine three major inno-vations to bring the power of programming toyou even if you've never programmed before:
1. Extraordinarily powerful at remarkable low prices.
2. Revolutionary plug-i- n modules put complex formulas to work
at the touch of a key.
3. Step-by-st- ep learning guide that takes you from the basics of
' programming through advanced programmings language you
can understand.
Tl Programmable 58.up to 480 program
steps, or up to 60 memories. Master Library
module contains 25 prewritten programs in
math, engineering, statistics and finance. Also
increases number of steps up to 5000. Libraryprograms may also be addressed from the key-
board or inserted as subroutines. Can also be
used with Tl's new ... .
PC-100- A printerplot- - $fl ) yfl 95ter. It lets you plot. V.ZJL
print headings and prompt-messag- es. JJLw JX
Tl Programmable 59. More powerful than the TI-5- 8. Up to
960 program steps or up to 100 memories. Magnetic cards store
up to 960 steps. And, record and pro-
tect custom programs. Also 10 user $)f"f'1flags. 6 levels of subroutines. 4 types
of branches. - , TT. -
time to get your
95'
Optional Libraries. Applied Statistics, Surveying, Real
, EstateFinance, Aviation, Marine Navigation. $35.00 each.
Lowry Center
$5995
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TheTI 58 and 59.
Both use
revolutionary
plug-i- n
Solid State
Software"
libraries.
" r J
CD CDCD tB....
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CDCDCD CD
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SR-51-- II
Professional decision making system.
Loaded with statistics functions.
Accounting. Marketing. Education.
Social Sciences. Life Sciences. Health.
Statistics plays a major role in dozens
of career fields. Here's a calculator with
the advanced capability you need to
handle your projects. Comes with
Calculating Better Decisions, a $4.95 book value.
Helps you get the most out of the SR-51-I- I. Step-by-st- ep
illustrations show how to use its powerful
preprogrammed functions. Learn how to gather
data. Weigh alternatives. Arrive at rapid, accurate
decisions.
FLORENCE O. WILSON BOOKSTORE up
i. , m nil n 1 1 ' tj , . j i ji i i i ' t . i . HUH n i w . t
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Denison Denizens Next ;FeM Hockev' Yeisim DefienDse
by Freida Freehit
The 1977 College of
Wooster field hockey team is
looking forward to a success-
ful season. With most of the
team returning and a few new
freshmen, the team looks
strong.
The Scotties' toughestgame of the season so far was
against Bowling Green. With
strong dominance throughout
most of the game. Bowling
Green managed to score one,
late in the second half with just
seven minutes remaining. This
brought the Scotties to life,
but they ran out of time. Thegame ended with a score of
1-- 0.
The Scotties. opened their
season - defeating a tough
Oberlin squad 2-- 1. Even
though the Scotties won, it
certainly won't be one of the
year's best games. Coach
Kathleen Moore said, "We
Harriers' Hopes High
we ' ran a three mile race
aaainst Oberlin's women."
Freshman Karen Felber led a
women's contingent of six
Scotties over Oberlin; Fellow
frosh Rachel Heyse grabbed
third, Michele Bechowiak fifth,
Nancy Reeves, Amy Irvine and
Judi Miller seventh through
' 'ninth.
- y
really didn't play up to our
capabilities."
Both Wooster goals were
scored by Hilary Bohannon.
The first was assisted by Carol
Bowers and the second unas-
sisted. '
.- -' .':" . --.
In the next, game ; of their .
season the Scotties defeated
Muskingum 1-- 0. Teri Walker;
scored the lone goal. Even
though, the team won, the
score did not . illustrate the
dominating play by the Scot-tie- s.
.
So far : this season, the
Scotties have played a defen-
sive game using goalie captain
Cindy Barr, . captain Cindy.
Clark, Lisa Lanza, Wendy
Myers,, Carol Murdock, and ;
freshman sweeper. Mary
Vlahos for a very strong defen--
sive line. The offense plays --
extremely well also, but they
can't seem to get the ball in.
' The Scots - next meet is
today when they travel to New
Concord totake on Musk-
ingum College whose " cross
country course Bean de-
scribed as "one of the most
difficult in the Ohio Con- -'
ference." T.v a- - --jk:
MollieMiller
v..;--- - ,
fa
Spell it out in
Gold Look Initials
$5.00
the goal often enough." " . ; ' ... .
The Scotties recorded shut- - Lanza and Terry Walker
out number three Wednesday V etched the Wooster. markers
afternoon as they nipped Ken- - as the Scotties returned toyon. 2-0- .. Sophomores Lisa "J. 'their winning ways. . ." : '
Collier about the away-matc- h.
In an exciting triple-matc-h
last Tuesday the Scotties
showed their ability to keep
cool and work with precision
under pressure. Ohio Northern
had taken the first game 15-1- 2
and were one point away from
winning the "best., out of
.three", match. Holding the
short end of a 14-- 9 score,
Wooster rallied to win the
game 16-1-4. Then they let their
momentum carry, them .to a
15-- 9 victory in the next game
to take the match.
. The Scotties had an easier
time defeating Mount Vernon,
the loser of the triple-matc-h.
Captain Kim Fischer's well-controll- ed
ball handling and
Hey Gang'Wl
- r
LOOK ATLOCKER ROOMSporting Goods
2X3 E. Liberty St. --
In the Ramada Inn
' ' 'For: . ; ' --
.Nike tennis, running shoes
Soccer balls and shoes
Women's tennis accessories ;
Black and gold jackets
and accessories -
Wooster's selectionprice champs!
.; Wooster, Ohio :
"" With a record of 2 wins and
1. . loss, the team ; is .very
optimistic about the remainder
of the season. . . . -
- Trry Walkr displays stlckwork that arnd hr a good Wodnosday. Photo by Mark Snydor.continuod from pago 20 ; r
Volleyballers Svarv Fas?
" - by David Johns
"If we play well I think we
can beat anybody around.".
That statement by volleyball
coach Jim Collier is modest,
considering the overwhelming
talent of the Scotties. They
can roll over an opponent like
a bulldozer or make a spectac-
ular comeback under great
pressure. . : . " ; ,.;
The volleyballers demon-
strated both abilities last week.
On Saturday they: over-
powered Muskingum in the
season-open- er by ; sweeping
the first three games 15-1-2,
15--3, and 17-1- 5. "We had
everything under control and
everyone played well," said
' Laura Page's sharp spikes at
- the net helped them win the
first game -- 15-12 and the
second 15-- 5.
"The shakiness of the first .
match resulted because
"everyone . was too excited
playing for the home crowd,"
according to Fischer.
Wooster was able to turn
the game around because "we
held on to our cool' said
Collier. "We didn't fall apart
Our skills pulled us through.'
Collier is pleased with his.:
team's ball handling, but
wants them to work on their
spiking. In one of thev new ,
experimental plays, they run...'..
' fast hits out of , the centercourt. These are short passes .
to the center, who stands in ..
front of the net and tries to",.,
beat the blocker. According to
Collier, the success of the play
depends on "good ball hand-
ling." 're; -
. WOOSTER FISH
Deep Sea Foods
: : featuring....lobster
7 ecatfish -eshrimp ,
efrog legs
: eturbot ---
:: etysters : .
. escallops
."- '- eBBQribs ;
RESTAURANT ;
and '
RETAIL FRESH FISH
262-883- 1
. 230 N. Buckeye
. WOOSTER. OHIO The
"situation won't be unfamiliar
to .the unbeaten College of
Wooster football team when It
: takes on Mount Union College
at: 1:30 p.m. Saturday in
:, Alliance. . - : ' - ',
- It waslbnly last, season that
. Wooster was cruising along at
3--0 when Mount dealt; the
Scots a - heartbreaking .7,7-- 3
homecoming loss. That touch-e-d
off a three-gam- e losing skid
and Wooster eventually fin-
ished the season at 4--5. : .
- by Mark Pierson
The College of Wooster
. bowling team has been select- -
IM's Rolling y
- ', by David Johns
.- -' .. "I'm extremely happy with
JM participation this fall," said
Fritz Raab, director of intra-mural- s.
A total of 457 men are
participating in touch football,
. soccer, volleyball, and " bowl-- --
ing. . , '.' ' ..;
: Touch football is themost
popular IM , sport with 249
participants. ;A-leagu- e, the
more competitive, , is , com-
posed - of . ten teams, and
,B-leag- ue has six teams. At the
end of the season the top four
A-leag- ue teams will battle it
out in a super-bow- l.
-- The"' erght"sofecerT"feamsr :
with a total of 118 men, play
each other every Sunday. IM
bowling involves seven teams,
which will compete both fall
and winter quarters. Nine
teams are playing volleyball
this quarter. "
. New IM sports this year
include table tennis and bill- -'
. iards during winter, and rac-quet- ba
II and golf during the
; spring quarter. According to
Raab, any new sport can be :
added to the program if
enough interest is shown. ;
" 'The IM program is a verynecessary part of the . total
college environment," said.
i Raab. "It allows ' students toparticipate in enjoyable; lei- -,
sure-tim- e, activity and helps
them release academic
"
f This time, however, it looks
as though the Scots may be as
" tough as their 3--0- record --
indicates, based on last Satur-- l
day's 40--3 rout of Hiram
--:; College. - - i : '
- Entering the Hiram game,
first-ye- ar Wooster coach Tomsr ': Hollman was concerned about
- his team's ability to move the
isall, particularly passing. But
the Scot offense, saturated
j with freshmen, exploded for a" school-recor- d 510 Tyards
" against the Terriers with 242
Woo Keg Iers Nl 1 1 Cdok
ed and finds the keglers with astrong team. All returning
starters are Juniors: Scott
Lippsi188), Nick Dilorio (173),
and Gary Lammett (156). Russ
Wesser (163) is also a Junior
and joined the team this year.'
--. in - a recent . roll ; off the
following Freshmen were .vic-
torious: Jerry Rega (179), Rick
Krawczyk (170), Ed Lube
; (168), and Howard Campbell.
(155).
. Y "' -- ;:v-t; The men's team will bowl
if s first match October 27. at '
Baldwin-Wallac- e. They , will X
bowl three weeks this quarter,
and all 10 weeks of Winter
Quarter :t; v r J - v
The four major contenders
in the conference' this year
appear to be Bowling Green,
Tlwf University "'bf ' Toledo; --
Baldwin-Wallace, and Woost
er. ; - '..
The women's team has only
four members and they are --
looking for three or four more
bowlers. Current leaders are
Sophomore Debbie Price (147)
and Junior Lynri Kelling (147).
Sophomore Erin Gunnigle has
a 141 average and Junior Mary
Ailes has a 137. ;
Both the men's and wo-
men's teams will be in tourna--men- ts
at Ohio State and'
Cincinnati U. '
, Coach Jerry Limbach is very
optimistic about the team. The
Scof s were ' in second .place :
last year, and first place Kent
State is now without a bowl-
ing team. The Wooster bowl- -
: ers are often overlooked, but
apparently this year they are
on their wav to a big season.
abject ; I
coming ;in the air.1 The 40
points was Wooster's highest '.. --
single-game total since 1968. ; .
Freshmen quarterbacks Tim
Raffel (Cincinnati) and George
Muller . (Elmont, N.Y.) each
passed for a touchdown
against Hiram ' ' Raffel a
61-ya- rd strike to freshman split
end Tim Jackson (Akron) and
Muller a 52-yardt- oss to fresh-
man wingback Brad Bischoff.
Wooster's defense contin-
ued its brilliant play, denying
the opposition a touchdown .
for the second time this year --
The Scots have now surrend-
ered just nine points in the
three wins.'
z Mount, Union, meanwhile,
got in the win column last
week after an 0--2 start with a
19-1- 4 win over Grove-- City
College. The Raiders,. ah Ohio
Conference Blue Division
. member, trail the Scots 35-2-3 ;
with three ties in the all-ti- me ,
" " 'SGF16S ' - v - Y.-"- ' ' '; Concentration liko this has
led to Akintunde's key goals
for lour years, r
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" ' 1 Hers ji
J " ,GAUCHO F y
$58 ' y&
t I Hie Af'
I -- CYRANOV $55
It's everything you ever
wanted from boots .... and
more. Leather sole, leather
uppers, smart stitching and
old-fashion- ed boot-maki- ng
skills that will make these
boots comfortable and longlasting for many years.
Come See Our Entire Collection
i Auaster Shoes
- -U-.- .. - .
l.-tf- .
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SUNDAY MONDAY TUESDAY WEDNESDAY THURSDAY FRIDAY SATURDAY
I 7 : ; I 8 I 8
. 1-4- :30 PM I BEST DRESSED,
I NIGHT
CONTEST u14-17Y- rs.
9 ' 10 f 11 1 12 13 14 . 15 15
BARON BONG .
SHOW 1.4:30n,nBUPM ,
DRAFT BEER CONTEST COLLEGE ' LADIES ' CONTEST 14-1-7 Yrs.
16 17 18 19 - . ' 20 21 - 22 j 22 v- - 1-4- :30 PM j BEST DRESSED'
. - . : ,-"r-'i' -- ; -- ; j night
DRAFTBEER CONTEST COLLEGE LADIES : 7 - CONTEST 1-4- :30 PM
23 " 24 25 26 , v 27 - 28 29 29 , ..".'.'; . 1-4- :30 PM
,
".
DRAFT BEER CONTEST COLLEGE LADIES j , CONTEST l-4:3- 0PM
"HALLOWEEN r - ,
. SPECIALS - JW 8 :00 PM 'TIL 2 :00 AM EVERY NIGHT T . ..
" "
DRAFT BEER CONTEST . . -
SUNDAY-1-8 AND OVER-DRAF- T BEER NIGHT
SPECIALS ALL NIGHT
MONDAY-1- 8 AND OVER-CONTES- T NIGHT
3 SURPRISE CONTESTS
TUESDAY-1- 8 AND OVER-COLLEG- E NIGHT
FREE ADMISSION WHEN YOU SHOW
YOUR VALID COLLEGE I.D.
WEDNESDAY-2- 1 AND OVER-LADIE- S NIGHT
SPECIALS FOR THE LADIES
FRIDAY-2- 1 AND OVER-CONTES- T NIGHT.r MORE SURPRISE CONTESTS
SATURDAY AFTERNOON-14-1- 7 YEAR OLDS
DANCING AND SPECIAL NON-ALCOHOL- IC DRINKS
SATURDAY NIGHT-2- 1 AND OVER . . . -
PLUS -- v . '
Special Nights- -
BARON BONG SHOW - BRINGING YOU THE BEST AND WORST TALENT IN THE AREA.
CASH FOR THE TOP THREE ACTS BY AUDITION ONLY.
'" - ... . . . . '
BEST DRESSED NIGHTS - THE TWO BEST DRESSED COUPLES SPEND THE EVENING ON
THE HOUSE, v : ' ,
HALLOWEEN - IF YOU'RE IN COSTUME. YOU GET IN FREE. PRIZES FOR THE
FOUR BEST GET-UP- S. TRICK OR TREAT?
uhzV DLJ1 enOl4 RT-- 30
a. MILS
......... ,....,... . ' i 1 ' i -
X i
